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tive: don’t know his Christian name; don’t re for them, I am ready: and immediately step hours; his account book was sent for at near picked it up, and upon opening it found il lady with me; it was star light; met none I
his person: watch and paper has been ped out of the office: 1 soon followed him, and the close of examination on Friday; do not contained watch and chain; thrown down by knew before I passed the common; defendant
FOUNTAIN & NEWS-LETTER member
when I passed out of the door, saw Mathews recollect that an officer was sent after him a boy, whom I afterwards learned was But had on a white hat; csuld not tell color of his
in
my
custody
ever since.
IS rUBLISIIEP WEEKLY, MY
Cross examined.— Was left in the possess in company with two other gentlemen with to get his book; he said the charge was made terfield; I carried it up to ihe hall of inquest; pants; had on coat; could not tell color; recog
HIRAM W. JEWELL, 6c Co.
ion of the grand jury; I left it there; that did cloaks on before David Shory’s shop door: as that morning; my impression is he said he 1 now recollect it was Tuesday morning; my nized him by his face; he was walking slow;
Office, in Palmer &Williamson’s Block,...Water Street. not occur to me: left it with the grand jury they saw or heard me they moved off down made it after he was examined; his disclosure former statement incorrect— Coroner Shaw took no pains to avoid me; did not see any
one day and took it the next; found it next day street toward Stevens’ store: 1 saw two men before the jury was that he made it after his present; can’t state to whom I delivered it;— thing on his arm; did not name this to any
T erms .. ..One Dollar and F ifty cen ts, in advance. If in grand jury room locked trp"in desk; some that I supposed to be the same near Good return from Skowhegan; statement was read my impression is it was Mr. Shaw.
one until 3 or 4 weeks after the death of
hot paid in advance, T w o D ollars w ill be charged.
- .
.
. ,
c
Cross examined.— Had been in the back Mathews; I fix the time by the fact that it was
QC/*Any person who w ill obtain s ix subscribers, and re- one gave me the key, various parcels of pa- win’s store the same evening, before I saw to the deft, before he signed it; not positive
mit the money, shall receive a seventh copy gratis.
j per of same quality and size were brought them with Mathews: they were strangers to that I took down every thing he said; before yard about an hour; was in the yard because the only night th'at I walked with the lady
$SxraomhsUbSCr',*>tl°n " ll1 '"e reccived fl3r a les3 tornitllan into the jury room; some members of the corn- me, I had never seen them before: I was not lie signed it the statement was read to him by there was a crowd there in search of the down that street; may have walked with her
()cf“A dvertisem ents conspicuously userted on the most! mittee produced paper of the same kind; was so near them as to distinguish their faces, or me: think there was a correction in the sec watch; did not see the boy when he went up; in that street at other times; never spoke of
reasonable terms.
| an attempt to see how general the use of such to describe them: I was in Dorr’s tavern in ond statement, about liis appointment to meet only knew it is the same paper from general it till she named it at our house; I know it
the evening at about 7 o’clock: I stepped in at Skowhegan; may have been others.
appearance; don’t state positively that is the was the only night that I passed that st.; was
! paper.
Elbridge L. Getchell, called and sworn.— same paper; recognize the watch by the blood at the Division meeting of the Sons of Tem
Oliver Paine, called and sworn.— Think I to see the Register: I saw Charles Mathews
D R. COOLID GE^ TRIAL. : have
seen the paper before with a watch wrap- in the door: think 1 did not have any conver Un Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 29, about 3 upon the back of it; not so distinct now as perance, the night before; saw young lady
! ped up in it, produced there by Mr. Tilton; a sation with Charles Mathews at that time: o’clock, P. M.,saw Edward Mathews nearly then; a large collection of persons about when da}r after murder; nothing said about it then;
| clergyman, in the village of VVaterville, don’t I might have said “good evening:” the day opposite office of Dr. Coolidge; wished to watch was found; money bad been found be saw her on Monday after, not named then;—
reccollect his name, made comparisons in before, that is, day before yesterday, I had a speak to him; hailed him, he came near the fore; have been acquainted with Dr. Coolidge don’t recollect I met any other persons; tho’
T rial of VALORUS P. COOLIDGE,
j hall between that paper and some I found in conversation with Edward Mathews, about door of Dr. Coolidge’s office; while convers- for 3 years; practice extensive; practiced in possibly I might have done; person I met was
FOR THE MURDER OF
| Dr. Coolidge’s office; watch brought in on signing a note with him to the Bank: said he; ing with him, deft, spoke to him a moment; my family; character good; not present when walking moderately in the middle of the si,;
EDW ARD MATHEW S.
when I looked round he looked round; one of
i Monday morning or forenoon, I got paper had got some money to raise, asked, will you said he was busy but would see him in a mo money was found.
George Lincoln, called and sworn.— Re the persons spoke to me; I did not reply; met
j from Coolidge’s office afterwards; it cotnpar- sign a note with John Mathews, for $1500: I ment; he left me soon and passed towards
(C ontinued.)
| ed very nearly or exactly; could not see any said no at once: it was 4 or 5 o’clock in the defendant’s office, where defendant had pre side in Waterville; in Shorey’s employ on him between Fairfield’s house and William’s
30th Sept, last; at his upper shop at work on stable; there are passage ways you can cros^
j difference, was before the inquest; saw body afternoon, no one else was present: he wished ceded him.
F O U R T H D A Y — F riday, March 17.
Cross examined.— Don’t know where he Thursday evening preceding the death; came to Water st.; did not see him come into W a
first in cellar between 7 and 8 o’clock; Hasty, to have it kept secret, both the purpose for
Daniel Moor, Jr., called and sworn.— Deft.! Flint, young Getchell, and 3 or 4 others pres which he wished it, and his applying to me; went to; Coolidge went towards the door of into the room between 8 and 7 that evening; ter s t ; there are dwelling houses opposite to
left soon after 9 o’clock that evening; think I Fairfield’s house; private passage way though
Pot indebted to me now, was in Sept, last, up-1 ent; not present when body was removed I never received any letter from Dr. Potter, his office.
Benjamin Ayer, called and sworn.— At de did not go out during the evening; Gilman Fairfield’s people pass there; I have passed
on two notes, one for S100, one for $125;! Rom cellar; saw it on plank, in shed, in hall; informing me that I could make a great spec
first note for $12-5, Oct. 1845, in four months! saw dress of deceased; handkerchief pulled a ulation: never communicated any such fact: fendant’s office on Wednesday afternoon pre Fellows, Herrick Barton, William Lincoln, there; if one on Main st. in front of the deft.’s
from dale, payable with interest; the other j little out of place, observed the cut in panta- think, not quite certain have received one let vious to the decease of Mathews, about half my brother; they were not there all the eve; office, wished to cross to Water st.,would have
for $100, Dec. 5, 1845, no time fixed, con-1loons; pocket not cut, examined pockets: found ter from Dr. Potter within two months, cer past 3 P. M.; Dingley and Flint, and the of we all left room and building together, went to go 10 rods; certain it was same night I saw
-sidered payable when called for; endorsed,! small memorandum book and double bladed tain not more than one: have not within week fice boy, Edward L. Getchell, in front office; directly home; in room above, Shorey had Hasty in the wagon and met the prisoner.
Joseph W. Freeman, called and sworn.—
Feb. 5, 1817, on both, interest up to date ; knife: some perfumery, perhaps as large as past received letter from Cincinnati: in letter had been in the office but a short time when employed 5 girls; from onr room to theirs
settled an account with him at the time hej duck shot, cachoos-aromatic, I think they are from Dr. Potter, he spoke of speculating, and George Robinson came and opened door to passed out of our room into an entry; that Saw Dr. Coolidge late in the evening, not far
paid me, according to agreement when bor- j styled; did not discover the same thing upon said if we had $5000 he could make $45000 front office and looked in and made a remark: was connected with the passage leading to from 1-2 past 9 o’clock on evening of murder;
rowed, 12 per cent; he said it was cheap j the floor of the prisoner’s office: an article out of it in 6 years: 1 once, swapped notes saw deft, come from the back office while I the street; the girls left about the time we did; I was standing at front of Williams’ door; he
enough ; these notes were arranged by his! said to be similar, by the witness, was exhib- with deceased: he had my note for a safe I was there; Edward Mathews came out with boy followed us out; he locked the door; we passed up as far as in front of sitting room
turning out notes to his lawyer at the time ofj ited in Court: did not see any money or purse, bought of him, I gave him for it a note against him in a few minutes, from the back office; we were talking and laughing that evening; window, turned round facingthe window', then
the murder; they are paid; never let him or wallet, or pocket book, or pocket handker- Hodgdon: at about 9 or half past 9, I went to should think not 10 minutes; some one spoke heard persons ascending the stairs; don’t passed back in the direction he came from.—
have other su m s ; was on the Jury of Inquest, j chief: 3 raltes upon one side of the throat,: Williams’ to call Mr. Flint: wanted him to to Mathews; Coolidge was going away; in know where they went unless to deft.’s room; I came through the room, few’ moments be
Cross examined.— I frequently loan money | looked as if made by 3 finger nails, about one look up some cases in the books: he returned quired for his horse; was told that his horse — heard these steps between 8 and 9 o’clock; fore, and Flint and Emily Williams were sit
to other persons for that rate, sometimes for third of an inch wide, one inch and a quarter; with me, stayed there about one hour and and carriage were at the door; said he was don’t know whether ordinary noises might be ting there; the room was lighted.
7 per cent; present at post mortem exarnina- long, across the neck, reddish cast, skin bro-; went away between 10 and 11. I soon after going to Winslow, with what I supposed his heard from Dr.’s room; the width of the
Cross examined.— I came through the rosm
tion ; physicians standing near the body ; Dr. Ren. I thought scratched off: remained in the left the office and went to bed at Williams’: medicines, to see a sick child; he went down stairs between his room and ours,and two parti perhaps 20 minutes before this; people in
Coolidge remarked, it was impossible to tell hall during the inquest: when the body was this morning at 4 o’clock, went to Mr. Bas stairs; returned again, and called Edward tions lathed and plastered on both sides; Sho bar-room; I went in; went out, passed in,
whether the wounds on the skull produced removed it was into a room adjoining where sett’s at Winslow: returned at 6, and started Mathews out; door was closed, or nearly so; rey kept in his lower shop goods; shop ex out again into the entry, and conversed with
death unless the skull was turned over and it was laid out: examination in the presence for Skowhegan: no call last evening to visit heard none of the conversation until Mathews tends clear through; cutting table in back end my boy, Andrew Butterfield ; I did not speak
examined ; after standing a few moments Dr. of the whole inquest: cut in leg, as near low-! any patient; did not write any note to de- returned to the room; defendant said some of that room; Barton employed most of the to Dr. Coolidge ; he looked up when he pas
Coolidge said, if you are going to do any er edge of the pocket as could be and not c u t : ceased last evening, nor at any other time; de- thing like this, keep dark, all right, wont time above; came into my room that evening sed me; curtains were down at the window;
could not see through them ; had seen the Dr.
tiling, let us do it, and he himself removed it: pin in pocket, supposed at time it had been ceased did not solicit me to become interested swear to exact words; they were addressed at about 8 o’clock.
and turned over the scalp; can’t tell who d i-! pinned: think pin not crooked: should not with him in any speculation, nor did I con by Coolidge to Mathews.
Cross examined.— Door that opens into walk before; can’t say which way he turned
verse with him about any: when he was in
Cross examined.— Can’t tell which ex back entry at head of stairs might or might at any other time ; can’t say how he was
rected to remove the scalp; the physicians1swear positively: that is my impression,
present concluded that the wound upon the j
Cross examined.— Got there at inquest my office Wednesday afternoon, appeared to pression was used, keep dark or all right;— not have been open; think it was shut; people dressed at that time; he turned to the right;
scalp was sufficient to produce death ; some; about 1 or 2 o’clock: paper of the same tex- have drank too much, but did not know that think he said keep dark; I remained in the going np stairs might have gone into Carter’s presume he has walked up there a great many
one, don’t know who, proposed to take out the (Ure ancj color brought in: think one sheet was he was under the influence of liquor yester office but a short time; think I left Mathews shop; have a distinct recollection of hearing times ; had rained that day ; it was very mud
stomach ; can’t say how long before the con 'I a size larger: other paper given over to the day:, received a letter from my brother, day there; on Thursday afternoon Mathews was some person or persons going up stairs; 2 of dy ; I was talking about my business affairs
tents of the stomach were removed fi'om the | coronor: should judge nearly a quire: no marks before yesterday, in Greenwood, Mississippi: in my office twice; not much acquainted with the boys were playing checkers and they with my boy ; he is IS years old ; don’t re
room ; I remained with the body as Jong as it 0f identity upon this paper: I only speak from had a conversation with George Gilman about him, could not tell whether he had been were afraid they were coming in, arid threw member exactly what I was enquiring about;
remained in the hall ; body during ihe course; jls resemblance: persons went to find paper a s p e c u l a t i o n , but did n o t s o l i c i t him to j o in drinking; he was social; saw him just before the checker hoard under the table; Joseph Fel don’t recollect which way my hostler came;
rU<i y i \j 11,
I Lr
:U t tli o A t t o r n e y
of the day was removed from the room.
of (|!e tame kind: I went to two places, and in it: it related to land west and south: don’t dark same afternoon; went towards house of lows was playing with Davis; couldn’t say I
Examination resumed. Saw Dr. Coolidge found some of the same kind: went to Crook- recollect that I asked him to loan me money: Charles Mathews; it v.as near dark; think heard any one going down; supposed they General down here, and then I told him ; it
when he turned up the sk u ll; think Dr. Thay-j er’s book-store, found it for sale, also found have looked for letters since I testified above door between offices closed when they came were coming up; have testified that Barton was the first time I had named i t ; my posi
er said that was sufficient to cause ueatn ; al l , some at Chick’s shoe-store: should think there from Dr. Potter, and find none later than out from back office; they came alone; notic came np about 8 o’clock; mean to stand by tion was such that a person coming up the
the others assented.
| vvere more of those aromatic pills found in the April: have received letters from him since, ed bis watch and chain; could not swear to that; think there was no fire in the room south end of platform could not discover me
Franklin Dunbar, called and sworn. Five ! pocket than in the box exhibited in court: but cannot find them: nor can I tell how re watch or chain; he had a gold watch and above; was in our room to heat irons; when until he came opposite.
John Bowe, called and sworn.— Saw the
in Winslow ; prisoner is indebted to me, $400 qaVe been told they are used to give an odor I cently I have received them: have my day chain; took out his watch; saw him near dark we go to cellar for wood bring it up cellar
— on 30th of Sept, last was indebted $590; t0
breath: don’t know whether these pills book, which l now exhibit: made the charge going up street alone, north; near dark; did stairs; our wood on the South side, Phillips’ deft, on night of murder; I was under the
8100 ot it borrowed in January, 1848, note j a)-e for <;a]e at tbe stores: Dr. Noyes was con- of $200 to deceased this morning, after I re not know where he went to.
on the other side; suppose cellar is resorted hall greasing axletree ; at 1-4 past 9 : coming
Junius A. Bartlett, called and sworn. Saw to every day for wood; could hear a person from main street, from direction of his office;
given one year ; that note not paid ; no sure- suited as to the use of them: don’t know who turned from Skowhegan.
Signed,
V. P. C oolidge.
Edward Mathews, Thursday evening before who should call from room below; distance went to the door that leads into bar-room, un
ty upon i t ; something paid, no endorsement; ; suggested taking out the contends of the stomhis death, at about half past 6, I think; saw further than to Coolidge’s room, but there is der the hall ; I said halloo, D r . ; he replied,
note renewed ; low ed him something on ac-j g^h, nor at whose suggestion the contents
Second statement of Dr. Coolidge.
halloo, what are you doing ?— 1 told him 1
count: next lent him for one year, in 18 4 6 ,jwere r e m o v e d : have heard it stated these pills
On the 2d of Oct. he also said before the him first at Mr. Chick’s store, I met him but one partition.
$100; that has been paid, last Oct., after the are used after smoking to take away peculiar inquest— when Mathews talked with him, there on the sidewalk; first time I had seen
Herrick Barton, called and sworn.— Thurs was greesing a coach ; I last saw him having
death of Mathews, by the surety John Ken breath: don’t know that Edward Mathews about the speculation, did not say who it was him for 3 or 4 weeks; had some conversation, day evening, Sept. 30, was at front shop till hold of the latch : heard door open and shut:
dall: after note for $100 wras written he said smoked: don’t know, of my own knowledge, with, or who was concerned in i t ; supposed |
walked leisurely along towards Dorr’s almost 8 o’clock; about 8 o’clock I went there bell was just ringing as I came out of the
he should allow me 10 per cent; nothing said whether Edward Mathews was in the habit it all had come up since he returned from i tavern or Parker’s tavern, then walked down to that evening; closed the shop that evening; house ; 1 went and got my lantern and re
about interest on the $400 note, I never called of drinking.
Brighton ; had a conversation with David Smiths store, next building to Ticonic Bank, witness pointed out shop on plan; when I turned to grease the coach when he passed.
Cross examined.— Not an uncommon thing
for it; he never made any other applications
Emulous Butterfield, called again.— The; Leighton to-day, asked him if he would allow near the building formerly occupied by deft.; went up, were several boys there; closed the
for money: he did not call upon me for the top of the sleigh was produced in Court, and ! me to say I had a $100 bill of him ; he said walked about considerably; walked again to shop, blinds, window in frontshop, locked the for him to pass into the house that w ay: he
$400, but Kendall, the surety, who said he the witness pointed out the upper corner un-! no, he had no money lately; I thought as I wards the Dorr house; walked down again door went up stairs; Mr. Shorey went out boarded at the house at that tim e: he was
wanted some money for a particular friend.
der the seat where the watch was discovered; had stated that I had let Edward Mathews on the other side of the street; Mr. Mathews at about 7 o’clock; not down into tho shop walking slowly, as he usually walked; addres
Cross examined.— Kendall made the appli he stated that at the time, the sleigh top was have a $100 bill which I had of Doe, and as crossed the street and spoke to some one;— again that night; left the door that opens on sed me and I him in our usual w ay; did not
cation for the money; live about two miles separated from the runners.
I had also let Charles Griffin have one, I think it was the prisoner; we crossed over, to the stairs to the room above, locked; key appear agitated ; it was an over-cast night; I
from Waterville: acquainted with defendant,
Cross examined.— Know that was the might be called to account where I got the walked up to Chick’s store. I went into hung up; I went out of the room above last, took charge of Dr.’s horses; got his horse for
extensive practice; character and standing sleigh, because it looks like it; there are other other; therefore asked Leighton to let me say Chick’s store, Mathews into a barber’s shop; girls had also gone from the room above: I him next morning, at between 4 and 5; ho
sleighs which look this, but this I know is the that I got it of him; now think I had the oth that was the last I saw of him; Carter was opened the shop next morning; found every was going to Mr. Bassett’s ; saw the man that
good.
came for him ; not up when the messenger
J. A. Goodwin, called again.— Deft, called same sleigh, because it is of the same color; er $100 bill of Reuel Howard; had some with us; both of us had cloaks on; Carter I thing as I left it night before.
came ; Huntress stage had gone, also Monson
upon me last April, for $100, offered me 10 have no doubt this is the same; certain his money of him in large bills; can’t state posi suppose is in Waterville College; did not at
Cross examined.— I am employed general
or 12 per cent; has applied to me before for sleigh was not highly gilded.
tively I had it of him; sold horse to Howard any lime see the prisoner; when we part ly in the sewing room above; I had been read stage ; Dr. Coolidge called me up the second
money) can’t tell how often; have lent him
Harrison Smith, called and sworn.— Stated for $130; at that time if at all I took the bill ed it was dark, after nine o’clock; partially ing that evening; no one had been in there time; messenger first going out; Coolidge
small sums a year or two back,
uactr, not in larger that the signature to the written statement of from him; had made an appointment to meet acquainted with the prisoner at that time, not that evening but Jesse Mathews; he left just was in the bar-room ; resting his elbow upon
sums than $50; I told him he could get it of: t]e [L before the jury of inquest was that of Dr. Johnson of Canaan in consultation at Mr intimately; had met him 2 or 3 times in eom- before I went up; door not open from the room the counter ; up at 1-2 past 3, and went to bed
the Moors: he said he did not wish any one
an(] that he saw him sign it: he thus Pooler’s in Skowhegan; think this week, not pany; presume he did not know Carter; he in the entry that leads into the third story;— again.
Elson Adams, called and sworn.— Saw
to know he hired money, had rather get it ; identified three different papers: first paper sure; did not communicate this to any one had been there but 3 or 4 weeks; I had been have been with Mr. Shotey a little over a
deft. Friday morning, after death of Mathews,
of me.
!written on Friday, 1st day of October: next I j that I can recollect; Mathews did not spend then in College some 3 or 4 years.
year; I am 15 years old; door out of press
Cross examined.— Never met defendant room into entry not open, recollect it; not call at Williams’ bar-room, at 1-2 past 4 : next
Emulous Butterfield called^ and sworn.
| think on Saturday: statement taken under any time in inv office Saturday, Sunday, nor
<this witness was a boy)bound a watch,, oath before the jury of inquest, sworn by the | nny other evening until Thursday evening; except at parties; don’t remember whether it ed before the Jury at Waterville; was called saw hitn come from under the hall: had been
don’t recollect the time, believe it was lu es- t-ororier: several witnesses were examined be Wednesday afternoon first time in my office was a dark night; buildings lighted up; re upon one evening and went into a room in up since 12 o’clock at the stable : in 5 min
day Mathews was killed; saw (lie body: be-j fore |aim as to the position of the body when this week; have not played cards or any oth turned to the College a short time after I left Mr. Williams’ house; they asked me some utes he passed out again ; did not see him
again until man came after him : man came
live I found it Monday: about 4 d;i3rs I think, was rst found. Paper was then read.— er game with him since he left Brighton;— Chick’s; stepped into a store on the way.
questions; don’t know what it was; wood in
after he was murdered: Tilton, Sloper boy, j Testimony of Dr. Coolidge on Friday,
did not mean to say I made an appointment
Ripley T. Simpson, called and sworn.-— cellar piled up in the centre; sloped oft’ both into bar-room and inquired for Dr. Coolidge:
and several others present when I found it;
with Dr. Johnson to meet him in consulta Saw Edward Mathews on Thursday evening ways; could have got over it by bending a I told him he had just passed out: he was
found it in Dr. Coolidge’s sleigh top; sleigh First statement o f Dr. Coolidge before the Ju  tion; but that I was called to visit a patient previous to his death, at Parker house; some little; think it did not rise from foot of stairs coming from stable, and direction of shed;
ry o f Inquest.
right over shed at Williams’: shed added on
arid expected to meet him there; Leighton is young company were there; first time I saw abruptly; saw the body before it was removed shed and stable connected together; I was in
I
saw
Edward
Mathews yesterday after
to ihe stable: in that part of the shed where
accustomed to go into my office considerably. him about 6 o’clock; last time about quarter it was beyond the highest part of the wood; bar-room when deft, called Bowe u p : his
bed was in the bar-room: when John Bowo
they run in carriages: sleigh up in a little noon about 2 o'clock, near Charles Mathews’
Signed,
V. P. C oolidge.
before 9 o’clock; he was in there a number of could see it from the foot of the stairs, the
chamber where they put stuff: found it be- store: he asked me if I was going into my
times; believe he had been up stairs with the head of it; got wood from cellar that morn got up 1 was there, also when Dr. went away.
tween the swell and the seat, in one corner j office, told him I was: soon after he came inCross examined.— Dr. Coolidge was called
Cross examined.— The stable I spoke of ns
party; noticed that lie had his boots blacked at ing to make fire; did not see body at that
right under the seat: was looking in the stove! to my office: he wanted to hire some money t in the afternoon, or evening; this statement
being at that night was a half of a mile off.
the Parker House that evening; when left time.
funnel, saw a piece of paper: hostler told me ! of me— $200, said he was going to let two made mostly in reply to questions put to him
George L. Robinson, called and sworn.—
Parker House went up Silver street towards
James Hill, called and sworn.— Saw pris
to throw it down, it was thin white paper: M r.; gentlemen have it who were speculating in ; by Mr. Boutelle; think deft, sworn only once;
( Main street; from that position can’t say you oner on night of death of Edward Mathews, Saw deft, on Thursday night: at about 11
Tilton picked it up arid said it was a gold lands at the west: he did not name the gen- j between first and second examination quite a j
'_{ can see sign of deft., can from window in bar on Water street, back of Williams’ tavern, o’clock when he came i n ; should not think it
watch: he carried it with the paper up into tlemen nor where they were from: I said t o ! number of witnesses examined in the mean
room; he went in the direction of deft, office; not more than 10 to 12 rods from the river; varied more than 5 minutes from that time:
Williams’ hall.
j him I have not the money to spare, I would time; that statement I think contains every
a few moments after he came out, I went to also in rear of prisoner’s office directly back he asked how long 1 should be up; I told him
Cross examined.—I then lived at Orea j rather you would get it some where else: but j thing he said, in his own language; that 1
the stable to get a small cord for the young of the building he occupied; he was alone,go- until 1-2 past 4 ; said he should want to bo
Doolittles’s: other boys and men searching! I said if you cannot, I will let you have it: I wrote down the language heused; sometimes
.
- j.,
.
,
,
waked so that he could start for Skowhegan
folks; I then in a few moments went 50 rods ing north on that. street;
did not speak to him:1 , r x
, ,
, »,
there: three or four had gone up there before! (Jid not let him have it at that time, he said if j ihe language of the questioner was used; all
F
3 at b; he said he had a hard day s work be
to
my
house,
and
when
on
the
steps
the
I was going south, passed him at a distance
the
presence
of
me: don’t know what they did: first time E he could not get it any where else he would written down by myself in
fore him ; I saw him at 1-2 past 4 ; did not
bell rung for 9; handed the cord to John of about 4 feet; look around after I had pass
call him ; he came in from the entry; I sup
had been searching for any thing; good many call again at S o’clock, and wished me to be the jury; it was deemed important to take Paine.
ed
him;
he
was
then
moving
up
about
a
rod
pose down stairs ; he wanted me to order his
there in that yard generally: Sloper boy, at the office: he then took a glass of brandy down all he said, because he was suspected at
Cross examined.— May live more than 50 from me; this was a short time before 10
breakfast at 5 ; I went o u t; when I came hack
smaller boy than I, first found paper; no cush from my bottle, which set in a row with other that time; he was examined very particularly; rods from Parker house; did not stop at all in
o’clock;
I
returned
that
night
about
1
o’clock;
he was not there. A week before death of
ion in the sleigh; not looking after anything medicines, and went out— this was about three he was asked if he wished to have anv wit the house; Mathews left ine on the steps or
met two in a wagon just after I enme off the Mathews, on Tuesday he asked me if I knew
in particular; stove funnels, boards, and win o’clock in the afternoon: he was in the office nesses called to say where he was on Thurs in the middle of the street; street narrow;—
bridge; recognized one of the men as Mr.
when he was expected ; on Wednesday he
dow frames; know it was Dr. Coolidge s from 5 to 10 minutes; I do not know which day night; he did have George Robinson the way Mathews took, direct public avenue
Hasty; I went up Main street; had a dog; he
called
in;
matter
of
notoriety
that
he
was
asked me again ; I told him he was expected
sleigh because I have seen him ride it; have way he went from my office: I next saw him
to Main street and only one; don’t remember started anl howled and went across the street
on Saturday; he asked me again on Friday;
seen him ride in other sleighs, Mr. Freeman’s; a few minutes after 8 o’clock in the evening: watched; could not fail to know he was sus seeing any people about the streets; could not
from
the
Bank
to
a
building
next
but
one
to
also if I knew how much money he had ex
did not unwrap the paper before it was thrown I did not see him between the times above pected from the course of examination; com say whether stores were open; I went in same
block occupied by prisoner; he disappeared
mentioned: when I saw him in the evening mittees were organized to search the village;
pended in the purchase of cattle ; I told him
down.
direction; no elevated side walk on Silver beyond the buildings; I walked faster than at
I did not know, but believed $2,000 ; next
Examination resumed.— D o n ’t remember it was at my office: he then came in and said Dr. Coolidge’s shop was within the village; street; think it had been raining that day;—
first; 40 or 50 rods from that place I saw dog
day he wished me to inform him when he
who it was that went up before Sloper boy Dr. I must have that money and will pay it was present at the organization of the com streets somewhat muddy; think he went to
again, north of north side of the common.
arrived; before he should go to Clinton. On
and myself; that person went.up and come to you in the morning: I let him have a $100 mittees; they were told to be about their busi north side of the street; Silver street only
Cross exEtnined.— Not got the dog with Wednesday, the 29ih of Sept. Mathews had
down before I went up: he did not stay up bill that I had of Warren K. Doe of Sebasti- ness at once; organized on Friday, 1st day of public avenue to Main street; there is a pri
long; 2 or 3 went up before me, the same way; cook, do not recollect on what bank the bill Oct., between 8 and 11 o’clock; Mr. Jedediah vate avenue 3 or 4 rods east of Parker house. me; he is about 2 years old; he has howled returned ; I went to the office of Coolidge to
upon other occasions; when I started that inform him, according to his request; did not
don’t remember who they were; was hunting, was: and $100 in other bills, making $200: Morrill charged with examination of that
A. F. Tilton, called and sworn.— Examin evening from home, my folks told me it was find the Dr. At one time, on Friday, he raid
because I did not know but that I might find he then took his money out of his pocket and building; can’t recollect who else; deft, was
something, watch or money; some money had I counted it: he had $2000 including the $200 told if he wished to have any witnesses call ed the watch and paper; have seen it before: 20 minutes to 10; when I arrived at Winslow he lent, Edward some money before he went
been found before thattime.
*
he had of me, he then put all the money into ed in, an opportunity would be afforded; and on 1st day of Oct., in Mr. Williams’ yard, clock struck 10; then walked from the bridge to Brighton, and did not feel easy about it.—
Eben Shaw called again.—First saw it i his pantaloons pocket, wrapped up in a paper. he did wish Mr. Robinson should be asked something was thrown down from the loft a- about one-quarter of a mile; met the prisoner Mathews passed through Waterville with his
brought into hall by a Mr. Allen: not posi- Mathews said, I have now got the compliment where he was between 11 and some other bove the shed that connects with the stable; I when I had walked about lOminutes: a young drove. Did not say what amount of mortey
THE
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he loaned him. Dingley and Flint, beside he was there fo r ; at my store between 4 and 5 j written; it was scratched out; it was the agreement in before the Jury; after D eft’s return from S k o w  first when it arrived by express from Boston ; I
that afternoon ; no one else present ; at my store ! that 1 should have 12 per cent.; I let Mr. P h illip s hegan he gave me a letter lo be destroyed; I did opened it— did not use any o f i t ; I smelt ol it
Getchell, were in the office when I called there.

Cross examined.— H e wished to be waked by 6 at 10 or 11 forenoon of same day, bad a letter j have note: saw deft, on Friday about 11, after de- destroy it; tore it up as I was w alking in ihe street; knew the odor— the odor is a lw a y s the same. It
An Independent P ress— guided by honesty of purpose and
unless he should wake himself before; I was irr bar with him from Dr. Coolidge; his name was signed ! cease of Edward Mathews: asked him if he would after I had heen before the Jury, I took the money was labelled prussic acid ; did not use any of it ;
ave Baker no reason why he should empty out principle—devoted to the support o f morality and virtue at
room from II till 4, saw H asty, did not see Gray: to it ; supposed it to be his at the lime ; read part I gointo hall with me; put my arm in his, went Deft, gave me and placed it in a wood pile in Mr.
the
title element o f national prosperity, and of individual
te water ; he asked if there was notiiing should and social happiness.
light in the bar-room all night; heard no one up of the letter; supposed it to be in the hand-writ ! into the hall; had no conversation on the way; in W illiam s’ wood shed; 1 went after examination be
fore
Jury
into
the
office,
Defendant
came
in,
said
;
hall
I
said
to
Dr.
Coolidge,
was
Edward
Mathew
s
be done— I told him he m ight em pty that out.
till I went to bed. 1 gave the order for his break ing ol Dr. Coolidge; saw deceased put it about
fast; think he told me he would call the hostler his person. [Counsel for Government here asked j in your office last evening: his reply was, that he there was $1000 under the iron safe under the D id not tell him I had been trying experim ents
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while I went to order hia breakfast. H e told mej the contents of the letter— objected to by counsel was in there twice: he said he was not in to lend, carpel; wished me to take care of it; he thought it ! with prussic acid— I had not ; none had been made
as he went to bed if any one called for him in the for d e f ’t .— Court said it must first be proved to ! but to borrow money; lent him $200; that he asked would be safe in my trunk; I did not remove any /there. I became acquainted with the sm ell of
All communications and letters o f business should be
night not to call him, a3 he wanted to rest, as he have been his hand-writing— witness then said it 1him for his due bill, but Mathews was in a hurry, of it at that lime; after supper I went in and re- prUssic acid in that office. Bottle put in place be addressed ( post p a i d ) to H . AY. J e w e l i . & Co.
moved
a
part
of
the
money;
put
it
into
my
pocket;’
■
.
.
.
.
G
ard
in
er, Me. ______
!
should
pay
him
in
the
morning;
he
charged
it
to
vials
was
liis
hand-writing—
portions
of
tbe
letter
were
hind
ihe
window,
where
we
kept
sm
all
had a hard day’s work before him; noticed nothing
ifcj-MR. A l e x a n d e r C o o p e r , of Bangor, is an m
different from his ordinary appearance. Saw Flint read by deceased aloud— what were those con , him; that was the first time I saw him that day: and small quantity he gave me in the afternoon, I deft, not present when it was received— don ’t
that night at half past 10. A man came for Dr. tents ?— objected to— ruled by the Court, inadmis he was going to his office: he had not then been in placed in a crevice inside of the door that leads to know that he knew where it was put ; don’t rpcol- J thorised T ravelling Ag
Agent for the Fountain.
Carter’s printing office; saw’ Deft, a few limes af lect show ing those boitles to counsel of deft, that
Coolidge, and I went to D r’s room, he was not in- sible— Counsel then proposed to prove contents by ! the hall.
ter
tea
that
evening,
he
said
he
wanted
a
part
of
Cross examined.— Saw paper at 4 o’clock;
evening they were there and telling them they
and wont to Fl.int’s room, he was not in, I came witness— Court, you must prove letter lost— a pa
‘‘Son” at Lincolnville.
down, and Flint came in at the front door. Cool-: per was identified by witness— a bank note, dated |signed note at 11 o ’clock; jury in the hall when I that money after It was dark; Baker and Deft, were where they a lw ay s had been— can’t say 1 did
We cordially reciprocate the compliment of out
idge carne in about half an hour afterwards.— Sept. 27, 1847— same paper, as identified by the ! questioned the Dr.; think coroner had arrived; went into the office; I remained out; I went up not. D o not recollect telling counsel there had
street as I returned; M r. W illiam s told me to go been no fire in the office that night— can’t say worthy brother and entertain no doubt, that he is a
The man did not get Dr. Coolidge, but got Dr. Cashier, Perkins.] M y father and Edward M ath i Noyes, counsel for deft., came from east end of
ews present in my store when I signed i t ; deceas |the hall; can’t say there had been an organized down to the office, Deft, was there taking on and j whether I did or not tell them that the curtains sincere friend to the cause, and desires only what he
Chase.
f must go and quiet him; this was after tea; I wentj vvere not put dow n nor the shutters closed ; a hand believes would most promote it. He mistakes, if
A sa Burnham, sworn.— Wa3 in Coolidge’s of ed took the paper; he left tbe store; went to j meeting; 1 am uncle of deceased; I am very cerfice on the day preceding death of Mathews.— wards the Bank ; next saw hitn at my store in one ! tain that Mr. Boutelle had been there before— to the office; found him much agitated; he wished j ]amp the only one in the office that n ig h t ; went he supposes that we are not in favor of free discus,
to see Dr. Thayer; I left Mr. Baker with him and down the stairs that night in the dark ; I followed
Ama3a J. Dingley, present, and Mr. Flint, Getch hour and a half or two hours; when he returned ! deft, made no objection to going with me into the
went for Dr. T hayer and found him; he went deft.; we turned the body at the foot of the stairs; sion through our columns. It is principally to re
ell boy, Dr. Coolidge, Edward Mathews also there, that afternoon, he exhibited an amount of money; j hall.
did not examine the money; saw' it— it appeared j Thomas Flint, called and sworn.— On Thursday with me to the office, after he had conversed with can’t 1el 1 how deft, walked , he started w alking move such an impression, that we allude again to
earne there after I had been there about 25 min
Deft, a few moments Deft, was more quiet; D r. forwards ; don’t know that we touched anything the subject. But free discussion is o n e thing; and a
utes; could not say that he made a n y particular like quite a large amount ; remained a very short j evening, 30th Sept., between 6 and 7 o’clock, not
enquiry. iMy business there was to have a sore tim e; before he came he wrote an instrument; j far from 7, went into the office; Dr. Coolidge soon Thayer left with M r. Baker; Deft, and myself in the passages, except on stairs, and go in g over perpetual ding-dong reiteration, for years together,
linger opened: this had been done before Mathews about one hour or an hour and a half before this, came in; we conversed awhile about patients we went to W illia m s’ hotel; Deft, went into his room; the wood-pile; body not laid down until it was upon the same subject, is quite a d i f f e r e n t matter_
came in.- soon after he came in he spoke to me; saw saw him take a blank instrument for a mortgage bad visited; then talked about a subject we bad wished me to go and sleep with him; f hesitated; finally deposited where I left it ; could not see it A subject may have been discussed so long and ful.
blank; I keep a bookstore ; begot blank from me, previously talked of obtaining; said lie had made he urged it and 1 went in; after I went in he look after we got into the cellar and it was laid down
him take no article.
ly ihat nineteen-twentieths of the people well un
Edward S. Getchell, sworn.— In Dr. Coolidge’s also a blank book of forms ; he commenced filling arrangements lo meet Charles Stackpole that eve some of the money from me; took out some of the — found no difficulty in getting over the wood-pile
derstand it, and have settled firmly upon the ground
office last season. On Ihursday last time I saw out an instrument for the conveyance of personal ning at 8 o’clock; if he came he wished me to leave bills and placed some in their room which he took except that we sloped a little ; can ’t say whether
Edw ard Mathews there; can’t recollect what time property ; commenced on one, then took another the room; some one came at 8 o’clock, door was from his pocket book; he then returned the money we had our hats on or not ; before we laid tiie which they are entirely satisfied is tenable and
of day it was; saw a letter there for Mathews, don’t and filled it o u t; I looked over his shoulder and fastened: I supposed Dr. would ask me to let him to me and his into his pocket; I put my package body down, when I stood up, touched my head ; important. But some, one who dissents from the
know what Mathews; it was the week he was read i t ; lie put the instrument about his person. in: he did not: person went down stairs: he asked into mine; we went to bed; had some conversation absent about an hour from W illia m s’; hat on de- popular side, still believing that his view is correct,
murdered, killed; don’t recollect when he last saw [Another paper was exhibited to the witness ; he i if I supposed it was Charles, I told him I did not] about taking care of the money: I wanted he should ceased, pulled down when we started, off when we may wish to further discuss it. Under such ciicuin
that letter; Mathew s’ name mi the outside; left identified it as seen in his store at the time r e -1know: 1 went out, to W illia m s’, where 1 boarded: take it; he thought 1 could do it better; finally he ]eft j|. . Geft. must have taken it off; somebody
stances those who most favor tree discussion may
that night about a quarter of 6, next morning re ferred to and before the other instrument was writ- I arrived at tavern at about 1-4 past 8, went into thought it would be sate lo put it in a ju g and let H.ent ]n(0 (Jfen> Fairfield’s just before we started
clearly
see, that a farther agitation of the subject
ten
;
contents
were
called
for
;
objected
to
;
(Court)
it
set
in
the
office;
did
not
either
of
us
sleep
much
j
[|
ie
|
)0(jy
j
heard
them
open
the
door and
sitting
room,
found
a
child
there
with
an
enlarged
turned about 8 o’clock; first discovered fire in
Q „ F rid ay took first portion of money ; and by long articles in a sm all paper, would be in
Btove at half past 9; Flint first came into the office paper is inadmissible, as to its effects, or relevan- j head, measured head, went to Percival’s store, that night; in the morning I left Dr. in his room; |s jlut jt
placed all the money I had
;t until the next morning, when I put it into a expedient. Precisely in this light do we view the
after me, a minute or two after; three quarters of cy.J Deceased remained at my store at that time j measured string, absent 10 minutes, came back, I went to the office; I
an hour after Dingley came there; first I saw of an hour or an hour and a half; when lie left the; played backgammon with M iss W illiam s, convers in a jug: jug was amongst some old tilings on ju g; put all I had into ju g ; put that into wood- case of our brother. Our readers will recollect that
On Saturday pile before I knew of anyij other; put that in ju g
deft, that day was in the forenoon, I saw himdrive Parker house, clean as usual ; did not observ his j ed with those who came in: not far then from half shelves divided off by partitions.
ir e did not introduce the s u b j e c t of “ l e g a l ” suasion in
into the yard of W illiam s; Coolidge soon came boots. H e put the money about his person in past 9, I lighted a lamp to go to bed, as I opened forenoon I wished Deft, to visit. Mr. Phillips, a pa iato the stove Saturday night soon after tea ; put
the article which seems to have met our brother’s
into the office; saw something on the carpet near some of his pockets, think in his pantaloons pock-j door met Dr. Coolidge: he took the lamp and blew tient, he told me he did not wish to go, that I had it into the fire so that it might be burned ; may he
tbe door that leads to back office; told Flint and ets ; saw him pin up one of his pantaloons pockets. it out, and put it down, saying at the time he w ish better go; I went in the forenoon; in the afternoon 80 rods from D r. T h ay e r’s to office ; I might walk , disaproval. I f we spoke of legal suasion at all,
D in gle y of it; Flint stooped down and scratched! . Cross examined.— Never saw deft, write many ed me to go to the office; we went, he unlocked he transferred his property to me; done by Baker it in 5 might, be 10 or 15 minutes ; deft, had not it was only' an allusion, the subject of our article be
it with his finger nails; Dingley stood beside Flint imes, don’t recollect but once ; a prescription ; the door, he let me pass in by him, I stood by ta and Chandler. I was in tiie office part of the time to tny knowledge been into the hall before deft, ing — “ D e n u n c i a t i o n v s . M o r a l S u a s i o n . ”
at the time; think the spot was as large as my two don’t recollect whether or not in pencil ; in medi- j ble at right hand side of the door, a hand lamp alone with Deft.; he conversed principally about j corne into the office and made charge on his books
We said that exclusive moral suasion, without ac
hands; hatchet there that morning; and generally cal terms ; only time I ever saw him write ; have J burned rather dimly, it had tbe burning fluid in it; his property in the office: that evening speaking — post mortem examination had not then been had
cusing its advocates of a knowledge of the fact, was
of
money,
I
wished
him
to
take
care
of
it
or
direct
seen
writing
known
to
be
his,
by
the
peculiar!
after
he
had
locked
the
door,
came
up
to
me
and
split my wood up with it. (T his witness was the
— deft, had not then been examined before jury of
style of writing ; heard others say it was his writ-1 said I am going to reveal to you a secret which in me; he did not seem inclined to; at about 7 o’clock inquest ; when he left the office he took the book composed largely of infidelity'. The plain proof of
D r ’s office boy).
P.
M.
I
went
to
the
office,broke
the
jug
and
threw
in
g
;
saw
some
letters
that
Dr.
Buutelle
said
were
volves my life— that cursed little Ed. Mathews
Cross examined. Hatchet usually there; one
and said he was go in g to the hall ; don’t recollect tbe correctness of this view is, that it is the peculiar
width of a piece of carpeting stretched across the his w riting; within a year past; don’t recollect came in here, went to take a glass of brandy and the money into the stove; on Friday, day body was sayin g body w as put into a sack ; have had a con doctrine of “comeouters,” one of the most pernidiscovered,
Getchell
and
I
examined
the
hatchet
to
whom
addressed
;
no
date;
seen
other
writings!
fell dow n dead, and he now lies in the other room;
front office; number of colors in it; same as the
versation with deft, about buying him out; ex cious classes of infidels. Comeouters apply exclu
other carpet upon the office: before his book case; since that instrument was written; my store in I have thumped him on the head to make folks to see if we could discover any decided marks; pressed a wish to do it ; did not tell him any lack
sive moral suasion to all criminals, and are consis
about half way between book case and north side centrial part of the village; saw those letters at 1think he was murdered— I then sat down in rock could’nt find any; in forenoon brushed some froth of money prevented it ; had not the means to do
tent
in treating all criminals alike ; while exclusive
off
the
book
case.
That
forenoon
an
examination
Mr.
Gardiner’s
house;
Dr.
Boutelle
not
there;
ing
chair;
he
asked
what
we
should
do
with
him;
of the door: within a foot of the book case; Flint
it; did not say I could not get assistance from my
did not get the spot off; can’t tel! color of spot: came from a Fair ; not signed ; letters not presen I told him I did not know. H aving sat a few min was made of the office by tbe Selectmen; Johnson father to do it ; had conversation with him before moral suasion temperance men in general, apply le
don’t know but it was there the day before; did when I had conversation with Dr. Boutelle ; have; utes in silence, he said we must get him out of the W illiam s was one; he was there previous to the this in relation to obtain a subject.
H ad not read gal suasion to other criminals, and only moral sua
not sweep every morning. I first noticed the spot; a distinct recollection of his pinning one pocket,! office; wished he was in the river; l told him it w as discovery of the blood, before I saw it; on Friday much about the effects of prussic acid ; had not sion to rum-crim inals, and hence are inconsistent.—
night
after
we
went
to
bed,
Deft,
spoke
of
the
wit
don’t
know
it
was
the
poaket
where
he
put
his
rather
light
and
did
not
think
we
could
get
him
was going to the back office and discovered it,
read Christison ; had not talked with him about it. It is unfortunate for our good moral suasion breth
accidentally; can’t tell how many times I had been money; certain that I testified before that he put there; a place back of the building was spoken of; nesses he had heard of before Coroner’s Jury; Deceased had not to my positive knowledge been
ren, that they have never informed the people of the
then
importuned
me
very
strongly
never
to
reveal
a
pin
into
his
pocket;
don’t
recollect
whether
it
and also front street; I told him we could not safely
into office before I made the discovery; will not be
in there and drank brandy ; don’t know how much
certain I bad seen a cask in closet; that closet not was dark when I went to the Parker house ; testi carry him farther than the cellar; that was as far what I had discovered; many things that occurred, the brandy bottle settled on T hursday, of tbe m u r reason why rum -crim inals should be treated in a
usually kept locked: four keys to front office; Flint fied before in substance as now as to what he said as I could go with it; he objected to placing him when, 1 can’t slate the time, on Saturday nisrht, der, about a third o f the contents were gon« ; manner so different from the treatment which them
ha-1 one, D ingley one, the Dr. one. Saturday af when he left tiie Parker house. T hink it was in cellar, said he was afraid he would be found; I during conversation about the letter written to E d -j would hold a quart— tincture bottle, white. D o n ’t selves apply to other criminals. I f there are princi
ter the death saw John Richards there; do not re star-light; pleasant evening ; streets quite wet I said, probably it would be found before9 o ’clock ward Mathews; before morning I asked him if it j know how many times he had drank there that day ples of distinction between these different classes,
member seeing David Leighton there; I know him: think. Standing in the door in the entry until be next day; could not be concealed; after some hesi was in existence; he told me it was not, that on j or been in there. Bottle was empty F rid ay mornwhich will sustain such a diversity of treatment,
Friday morning he went down and took it from!
don’t recollect whether D ingley was there; discov returned. Prescription written lor me, I was sick! tation lie took the latnp, walked towards the back ,,
, ,
|. ,
j ..
.
. t : ing, I think ; don't know there was anv in it even- I
and destroyed it so that it could not be •
,’
.
. ,
,,
: they have had ample time to have stated them ; but
ered nothing out of place in the office that morn Dr. said I urns sick ; sick considerably longer than office, I did not immediately follow, he turned the body
,
J
0
,
-rp ,
»T
|ing counsel were present; don t recollect saying
", .
J
"
I need to be ; confined to my bed a day or two ; ; round for trie to follow, which I did; saw in there produced as evidence. Sunday, Edw in Noyes,;
ing; no flies on that spot.
-ii j •
i
i •
a!
i
anything about branny; nor giv in g any reason have not done it. They have reiterated, over and
J
Am asa J. D ingley, sworn— Saw Mathews in sickness, cholera morbus; I think, at one time I ! a pair of old draw ers, near an old book case, near Esq. was called in as his adviser; on Monday , why .it rhad. not .been analyzed, nor of putting
any over again, that the law is not the means of moral
deft.’s office, on Wednesday prior to his death; he was with measles ; this might have been tiie time; the door; on these drawers the impression ofa per morning he told me there was a bottle there among in it alter that time ; given into custody of Mr. reform. Probably by this they intend, that the ap.
other vials that ought to be destroyed, that had , v
• •
, ,, - ,
came in with Dr. Coolidge; they went into the eyes not sore when I had the measles; think Ij son’s head; nothing upon the d/awers; near there,
Prussic acid; I enquired what one it was; f subsequently
: found tt on she f, where u . plication of legal restraintsdoes not d i r e c t l y
tend to
back office, shut the door remained there a few saw him write the prescription ; don’t recollect in j a spot, where from the color, blood had been wiped contained
- ' 1 asked
' 1 why
■
the pcr verse ness of
he said I had never seen it;
destroy had alw ays been, when I gave it to him , N u d d j soften thefeellngs and subdue
minutes, they then came out; Mathews went down what room prescription was written ; won’t b e ! up; passed on near back window, the lower sash
was in possession of whole office and things in it.; ,
...
rr>1 . .
.
stairs: soon afier Coolidge went down, and rode off certain I saw him write it; recollect reading the! was then raised to its utmost height; in front, of if no one had seen it; he said Mr. Phillips had; he Bottle replenished from a ju g that we kept. F ill- j the evi1 doers- . T h ls l s . correct- In most cas« T
also
said
that
Mr.
Noyes
thought
the
vials
that
prescription
before
sending
it
off.
Money
looked
!
that
window
a
temporary
counter;
between
that
arid
in his carriage; was then a student of Dr. Cooled bottle from ju g W ednesday night or Thursday
h g a l penalities i n d i r e c t l y tend to produce this
contained Prussic acid, had better be replaced in
idge; saw a letter directed to E lw a rd Mathews; like a large number of bills ; don’t know the de-! the window the body lay; saw part of it there; Dr.
morning to have it convenient for use; next saw result, by m aking the culprit feel the evil of trans
their
usual
places,
and
that
the
bottle
that
lie
had
nomination
of
any
one
bill
;
he
wrapped
it
up
in:
set
down
the
lamp
and
went
down
to
Shorey’s
ean’t tell to what place directed; saw it the week
it on T h ursd ay noon ; a third then gone ;don’t ' gression. It is trulv marvellous, that whenever roorof the murder, can’t, say the day; did not know- to a piece of paper; don’t recollect that it was; shop to open the door; he came back, and asked if obtained from Mr. Burnet ought to be filled up; recollect m aking any remark to boy Getchell
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to
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behind the counter, to the door that goes down to
in the office on Thursday evening; not there after
to know w ho drank it ; Getchell (the boy) called sPea^ on
subject, they mention the necessity of
W illiam Mathews, called and sworn.— A m ad Shorey’s shop: I saw that tlie hat w as tight over usually put such things, then broke the bottle; on
6;o’clock;: had conversation that evening with de
my attention to spot in the office; stooped dow n; measures ol’ p r o t e c t i o n of the people’s interests afendant: had; before that week about getting a sub ministrator upon the estate of deceased ; brother j the head; he said it was best to take off our boois |Friday l removed jhe old bottle of medicinal acid,
the one from Burnet, first to the old book-case, .p !cke,d some hairs fmm il ?
was covered with dry gainst evil doers, as well as their reformation. How
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h e r e I put it ; c a n ’t s a y w h e t h e r or n o i 1 lo l be a u t h o r itie s a n d g r a v e l y an d s a g e ly informed
he should like to get him; I told him it was so far looked over an nis letters within a few weeks j T hadd better take the shoulders, could carry them thrown out, and the brandy bottle rinsed out; I re- s c r a t c h, e d i t ; no c o n c e a l m e n t ; if l o o k i n g on t h e y th em , that “ all his to r y had p r o v e d that arrest, imdid; upon raising the j moved the stopple from the brandy bottle and left;
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carpet was brought into court, tbe witness npon j a so in TD’ 'a!e: f i b e r s trunk there, where he o c -! through Shorey’s shop, down cellar, over the wood !I wenl in; on Sunday night he told me where the ,
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another
matter. W ould not the reply have been
carpet]. T h e spot was first pointed out by boy: Sunday morning after his decease, in his coffiin ; 1
. ,e; r m-v bnn” ledge of these trail s a c - ; that, while true benevolence would do whatever was
Flint stooped down and washed it, said it was received his writing desk in October or November! the Dr. then removed what he had tied round the 11 into the river; I told him I should not; I had1
had some difficulty in getting it off; hat left {followed him as far as I should; he must let things
} xenern
x ,oie gram jiu \ , "ic e consistent to r e f o r m the evil doer it would be still
nothing; have seen a cask there some time prior la s t ; I was sick from 6th of October until F e b -! head;
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J
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called before the grand jury ; he gave me no nsto the death ot Mathews; can’t say how it came ruary last ; examined my father’s trunk latter part j off the head; we then returned u p s ta ir s to the of- remain and come out, books finally transferred by surnncps ; did not spend most of the day with him;
,1C lu l 'u> *° P’0,cct a thousand times more inof December ; no one had access to the trunk but; fice; Dr. took the lamp and went down stairs to Jefi- *° Mr. Noyes, for the benefit of his creditors;
there.
Baker slept witlfme, in the same room, and bed ; *cr'
f,om
ruthless, armed hand. P r o te c tio n Lemy
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and
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if
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transfer
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ing students in his office; live across the river about j
w enttobed; can’t say what it was about ; couldn’t sistent with it. The reformation of criminals is the
a mile and a half from the village; the spot about locked ; reside in Boston, was there at the time of removed a spot or two between the counter and i management of the affair; after deceaseofM ath- hear when deft, went to bed unless he made a
my
brother’s
decease.
the
window;
he
then
came
round;
threw
towel
and
°ws,
I
slept
w
ith
deft,
two
or
three
nights;
had
j second object of legislators. It is marvellous, that
3 feet from door lead ing into the room; dont know
Charles Mathews, called again.— Counsel for drawers he had wiped with into the stove, in front not slept with him before; 1 did now because he great noise ; slept none on T h u rsd ay night, but |advocates for exclusive moral suasion keep this
what Mathews and Coolidge did in the back office;
little on Friday niuht ; noise round quite often ;
that was first time 1 remember having seen M ath Government,— “state contents of that letter;” office. H e asked what was best to do; 1 told him {requested it; think Baker slept with him on Sun- had not laid awake before ; could not tell whether whole matter out of view. Can they make converts
ews in there; closet where cask was, a place where objected to: Court ruled the evidence admissible; it was best to keep on in his business, and let the I Bay night; once ho expressed bis fears least 1 it was more noisy than usual ; went part way down — can our Lincolnville brother aim to accomplish any
old articles were placed: was before inquest; sum witness— the portion that I distinctly recollect, as matter come out as it would; be said, people can- {should divulge what I knew; much of the time the stairs into Shorey’s room the next m orning be
thing by a mode ot reasoning so defective, even were
moned but not called before grand jury— at first having read myself, was this,— he requested de not suspect me, can they? my popularity is a ! "hen I was with him, lie spoke upon this sub fore breakfast, to see if there was any thing left
he to occupy a page of our sheet weekly! AVe have
conversation about a subject, Flint was present; at ceased to come to his office that evening, the shield; he said lie was going early in the morning jecton them ; destroyed letter on Friday ; deft, was
desired to know, whether exclusive moral suasecond only Dr. and myself; had attended a post words, “ reveal it not for your life,” underscored ; |to Skowhegan; 1 must come in here before break- j Cross examined.— I am in my 24th year, have standing at the door of his office, when lie gave. often
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fast
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see
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things
looked
there;
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for
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last
5
years,
part
of
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time
first
mortem examination with him before that time;
me that letter; fire in office day be gave me the Sl°nists ate ie.il \ opposed lo a l l crim inal law; or,
had studied since M ay; had his books, but had not heard read,but did not read himself,Jcould not be ad- j was a cask in the closet that should be headed up; year and a half at home: then went to school at letter ; don’t know what he then had in his pocket whether they are so inconsistent, as to conscientiousbeen in his office only about a fortnight— Dr. was mitted: Court— contents of the other paper, being! I left, asking him to go into house with me; he North Yarmouth , two years ago I went to \V a- book; he took out the letter at. the door of his of -1 ly apply it to some gross crim inals, and at the same
out of his office most of the time; freauently called ! but liie ^ec aratl(,n
the deceased, and not a dy- said it was not best for both to go in together; I terville to study medicine with Dr. Coolidge ; have
fice np stairs, and requested me to destiny it ; j time withhold its provisions from others, equally
left him and went to Mr. W illiam s’; as I stepped been absent at that time at Philadelphia five months don’t know that, any one was in the office ; can’t i
for at his office— nothing out of order in the office:; lnA declaration, are inadmissible,
fVl • __ „
spot the onlv thing, did not see that till it was I John Mathews, called, and sworn.- Counsel for into entry saw George Robinson coming out of {a year ago, attending medical lectures; returned say hmv goon I destroyed i t - i t . . .
pointed out;' don’t know hut that I expressed a ! deft' 1B(lmred if witness had been in attendance sitting room; I took the light Coolidge had set i about middle of M a rc h ; next season most of it hours, don’t know Iic.lher il was within m h our; befo' e a d'scrim m alm g Ptill,c is seriously q„eS.
wish to have a subject at the first conversation; I j ®inc<? ie waf nol‘fied no[ to a'tend; he said he had down and lighted it; 1 told in reply to him that Dr. spent in W aterville ; left W aterville at time of or not. Ke pt the bottles of acid in mv trunk over i t:°nable.
warned a subject— I commenced the subject the ! *or 1 Vwo ast days; w hereupon counsel or deft, would be in at half past 10 o’clock; he said it. wras ! murder; came down here ; went to Anson ; left one n ig h t; I told on Sun day or Saturday that I t Our Brother thinks that the cause is retarded by
second time, thus, Dr. you must keep your eye moved that in accordance with the English prac nearly that time then; said a Mr. Morse was there; for Philadelphia about the first of Nov.; left that had taken them a w a y ; before this it was not |the want of harmony between exclusive moral and
upon a subject; he then made the reply before sta tice Ire should be excluded from testifying.— wished him to go down upon the plains; went np j place 8th of January ; came here to attend the known to anybody. I never witnessed any e x - 1legal suasionists. In what
we have said above, he
stairs to my room; partly undressed, Baker, who trial ; went home ; then returned on last day of
ted— don’t recollect whether Dr. was much in his Court took time to consider the question.
Philander Soule, called and sworn — Reside in roomed with me, came in and went to bed; got up |January for Philadelphia ; returned a week ago penments elsewhere with prussic acid. I remain-I wjn see that it is not probable that those whom
office or not on Saturday after the decease of M ath
ed
in
M
r.
Boutelle’s
office
a
short
tim
e;
Charles!
...
ews; was in there all the time; Orea Doolittle was Clinton; in trade; we were engaged in sending a next morning after first bell had rung; tavern bell; yesterday to this place ; first partially disclosed M athew s was in the office ; think John Mathew s " f rePresent will very soon go over to his views.—
there; he was examining minutely, did not discov drove of cattle last fall to Brighton; don’t know of then got tip, dressed myself, and went to the office; what I have testified to-day in my room at W i l  was present in the office a ls o ; M r. Boutelle took ^ hetber the party of temperance men whom he
er the spot; don’t know where the hatchet was my own knowledge what stock sold for; we paid found a note there lying upon the floor, telling me liams’ Hotel, on Thursday night, a week after the me into back office asked me privately about represents, w ill soon come over to us— as we really
out something like $ 1800 for stock; some money to sweep both carpets; that he had found a shirt murder, to my father; on Friday communicated
found.
business transactions between defendant and de- think they ought if indeed they do not intend todisEdward Getchell, called again to identify the kept to hear expenses; deceased returned on Sun  button there; I destroyed the note immediately; I some of tiiese facts to M r Baker, coming down to ceased, but nothing more ; did not remove tbe
Hatchet produced in Court.— He stated that, this is day, last of the month, from Brighton, about the swept the carpet in the front room; also oil-carpel this place; these not the first occasions I had acids until next day after examination before in countenance a l l criminal laws and let all evil doers
not that one, it did not look like this; don’t know 25tb of September; saw deceased on Thursday in the back room; in back room saw spot I saw spoken of the§e matters ; first spok6 of them in quest; placed them in an old book case ; Frid ay run at large— he can best judge. But he probably
but that it was as dull as this, and about this size: morning; he staid at my office Wednesday night: before, near old book case; nothing upon book the streets ; called to M r. Boutelle’s office to state evening I removed them from ihe place where they greatly overates the amount of influence to retard
left Thursday morning; we went into store to look case, at that time; also found another spot of blood in relation to any business transacted the day be
don’t think this is tbe hatchet.
usually w ere; next day carried them into the the cause growing out of this division. The class
W illiam Howe, sworn.— Saw Flint on evening for some forms; he took a book, I looked for an as under the window, upon the mop board; on the fore between deft, and deceased ; asked if I bad house ; Baker not in the room on F rid ay n igh t;
with whom he stands is becoming smaller everyday,
signment
of
books
and
accounts;
the
book
he
had
floor
saw
some
aromatic
substances,
to
perfume
the
seen a letter to deceased ; said 1 had, the day be
of Sept. 30th last, in sitting room of W illia m s’
deft, did not until Friday night request me not to
hotel; was in his company from 20 to 30 minutes; was the “business man’s assistant; he opened to breath with; went to head up the cask; got it partly fore ; first gave account of myself before inquest, te ll; on Monday or T ue sday night four of us slept while it has always been comparatively small. Its
I left hitn at half past 9: he left the room at that assignments, and then to mortgages; think he car replaced when I found some blood on the head; I on Fridav, Oct. 1st ; was on oath ; told them in one room ; Baker and A y e r slept in the room combined patronage, a few years since, was not
time— left bar-room at 20 minutes past 9 — lie and ried that book with him; next saw deceased in rubbed that oft, and replaced it; drove the hoops; j where 1 w as; in the office about an hour : told with us ; curtains put down in the office by deft. enough to sustain one paper— the “True AArashmg'
M iss W illiam s were playing backgammon; he W illiam s’ hall, dead; saw marks upon his throat before 1 had finished some one came into shop of I them I went there to examine authors in relation 1 hursdsy night ; light put in front room when we toman,” since which time it has greatly' diminished.
played about 20 minutes, then went out; he had a after he was carried out of the hall into ante-room; Shorey; after replacing cask, found one hoop had to severe cases he had then in Skowhegan ; don’t carried the body down ; money I put into crevice In its decrease we rejoice, only because we think
lamp with him— did not see the prisonerThat Wight Dr. W rig h t was examining Ins throat; there were been left off; that I threw into the stove: a fire recoiled what else I told them I did ; not question near Carter's room ; 1 also put it in the ju g ; be
— heard no one speak to him in the entry— found three marks or prints in a line, one a little behind, was then in the stove; returned to tny room to pre ed at considerable length think I was not ; I told fore I put that in, which was under the carpet ; jt in error ; otherwise we should as strongly depre
some money, in the passage to the privy, at the resembling the prints of a man’s nails; in the hall pare for breakfast; after breakfast returned to the them I wms called into the office to examine au- did not wrap it up in a nyth in g; never counted o r 1cate it.
In concluding his last article, our Brother has ap
end of the walk, $ 155; I delivered it to Mr. Shaw; I noticed a reddish appearance around the throat, ofE.ee; found Edward Getchell, office boy, there; |thors; then on oath; can’t say that 1 stated one
examined much of this money ; did not take out j
if one stood in the right position would see it he made a remark when turning over book of forms. he was about sweeping the carpet; be noticed the |single circumstance then that I have here to-day ; the whole of the money from under the carpet pealed to the new Testament. “Dost thou appeal to
Court
ruled
it
inadmissible
to
prove
what
the
re
spot
on
the
oil-cloth
carpet
in
the
back
room;
he
{was
before
the
inquest
more
than
once;
did
not
readily.
first time ; on Saturday* morning I rolled back the |Ga-sar? Unto Caesar shall thou go.” AVe areheartiwas sprinkling the floor; I told him he might spriu- Ion the second occasion make any statement ; my
Cross examined.— M y curiosity was started by mark was.
Cross examined.— The ante-room is in the pas kle it and sweep it up; 1 went out, and left him first statement was only read over; did not sign n safe and took back the rest ; lie wanted to ex !y’ glad to bring all our opinions to the test of rev
seeing the plaster started; got up and did not see
change that which was out of the State for that
anything; afterwards took another position and saw sage way leading out of the hall; Dr. W righ t had sweeping; not far from that time the body was I but once, I think; may huve done it; do not oil ihe river— thought it would not he so suspi elation. H avin g long cherished a veneration for
it readily; Coroner was there, and search contin charge of the body; can’t tell whether he was in found; I was among the people part of tbe time, a recollect saying anything about tbe money, watch, cious if he wished to use it. M oney rolled up, and the unerring standard, if not deceived, our attach
ued after I found the money— remained alone in regular practice; the number of cattle bought we part of the time in the office; went to Mr. B o u -I removing the acids, or sweeping out the office; I l stuck a pin in it— took stopple out of brandy ment to it daily increases, while our confidence in
the room some 10 or 15 minutes after Flint went, only knew from the returns made to us by those telle s office by request; on my return, office boy, j took the usual oath, to tell tiie whole truth, I pre- oottle and put it beside it. M ade a slight attempt all else is proportionally becoming weaker. But our
who purchased.
Getchell, directed my attention to a spot upon the same ; don’t recollect of telling any one before
out; I retired that night at a quarter past 10. [A d 
Re-examined.— W itness produced his dress; carpet in front office, near book case; I found it 11 told my father; recollect being in deft.’s office to remove spot on carpet— thought I had removed Brother does not inform us i v k a t law he means, when
journed.]
pantaloons exhibited, showing the cut; hat, coat, was blood, some hairs mixed with it, 1 picked them (with Evans and Noyes, liis counsel, on Sunday or it, but afterwards found I w as mistaken. Deft, he contrasts the law and gospel. A ll who s tu d y the
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vest, boots; got these articles at liis mother’s, soon out; saw body in cellar; also in the hall; present at Monday evening ; don’t know that I pointed out had no light with him the first time lie went down Bible must be aware that, generally, when Christ and
Charles K . Mathews, called and sworn.— Saw after the decease; went there with the Attorney examination in the hall; between l l and 12, saw the table where I sat, and the books I was reading; stairs. T ie d on covering of acid bottle first time
the apostles speak of the law, they intend cither the
Edward M athew s last at the Parker house a little General; same mark upon pantaloons as when 1 Dr. Coolidge in his carriage, near Dr. Thayer’s was questioned, don’t recollect what account I I examined it— can’t say whether I did again or
M o sa ic ritual, or the moral law', a summary of
n°f—
saw
it
open
afterwards,
A
tt
’y
Gen.
M
o
or
past 8 o’clock of the evening before he was mur took them.
house, who was talking with him; I went up; told gave ; don’t recollect of saying upon that occasion
dered ; went in company with hitn to the Parker
T he Court here decided that the E nglish rule Dr. Coolidge of tny being called into M r. Boutelle’s that when I went into the office the body of M ath  was there ; I opened i t ; can’t say who tied it up. I which, w as given to Moses on the Mount. To inhouse; called me to his side, in the room with the rejecting a witness who remained in Court contra office; Dr. Coolidge having driven away, I turned ews was not there, and 1 never saw it there : think I opened it when I filled it up, don’t know whether elude either of these in the question o f m o r a l and
company; he left the room. [Counsel for govern ry to their order, had not been adopted in this and went back to the office; as I went in, saw Dr. I went through the cellar on that occasion with his it was tied np then or not; don’t know whether :t j legal suasion, scorns to us, as novel as it is amusing.
ment then proposed to ask the witness as a part country, and permitted the witness to testify.
Coolidge charging Edward Mathews with $200; counsel ; don’t recollect stating the obstacles in was tied up when put in A tt ’y G e n e ra l’s hands. Whether the New Testament teach that e x c lu s iv e mor
of the res gest®, where he started to go, where he
John Mathews.— Saw deceased as late as 5 he took the account book and went out; said he the way of carrying the body down through the Put water into Burnet’s bottle. D o n ’t k n o w h o w
al suasion should.be the mode o f treatment observed
said he was going— objected to— overruled by o'clock P. M . in Charles Mathew s’ book store, on was going into Mr. W illiam s’ hall; I was summon cellar over the wood— will not say it was, or was many aromatic pills I found in the back office—
Court.] T h e witness proceeded ; he said, when day preceding his decease; saw him on same day ed by the coroner’s jury; Dr. Coolidge came in be not so. H ave received no assurance from the don’t recollect ever seeing M a th e w s use them ; towards all violators of just laws ; or whether they
he got up to leave, that it was time for him to be at about 10 o’clock, in same place: Charles Math fore 1 left the office: he handed me a sum of mon Att’v General tliat’I should not he prosecuted, hut not much acquainted with him. N e ver conversed should be punished and restrained by legal penal
going to Dr. Coolidge’s office; be then left; that ews, and deceased, and myself, alone present; at ey, and told me to put il in my pocket; they might that I should have all the favors the case de with Mathew s about b u ying C oo lid ge out. W a s ties, is a grave question, which, owing to the unusu
was the last I saw of him ; Ire had left the Parker 11 o’clock on Thursday, signed note as principal ask for his pocket book, and he had too much mon manded, if I would testify. I communicated enquired ot by sundry persons whether ! knew al length of this article, we will present m another
House that evening prior to that; went in the di with Edward Mathews; at about 4 o’clock in the ey; a short time afterwards we were in W illia m s’ enough to my father to let him know' the situation anything about the transaction ; did not tell them place. A\re have thus far noticed the position ol our
rection of Coolidge’s office; understood him to say afternoon, in the store, deceased handed me a pa hall, preparations were then being made for a post of tilings, the position 1 stood in ; it was not what I knew. T h in k it w as on W ednesday that
brother, to assure him that we are not opposed to
he most particularly requested me not to divulge
ha was going to see if he could see any tiring of per which I read; partly in print, partly in writing, mortem examination; Defendant sent me for the
necessary for me to state more; never communi
the Dr.; understood him to 6ay Dr. C o o lid ge ; it tenor similar to a mortgage deed. Question why j necessary instruments; I went and brought them; cated entirely the residue to my father ; came what I knew. H anded two letters that l sent to free discussion, within restrictions which nine-tenths
might have been 15 or 20 minutes between the witness signed it, objected to, and witness not per |they vvere then used there; we were sworn about down with Baker, when 1 rode down with him, and my father to Blunt, the stage driver; did not mail of our readers would approve, and te inform him
first and second going ; absent the first time about mitted to answer. On 30th Sept, last, held a note that time by the Coroner; Deft did ihe cutting; I communicated to him upon the latter part of the my letters to him. Counsel for Government here in what particulars we regard him as being in error.
one minute ; had time to have gone 10 or 15 rods; against deft, for money that I loaned two years j assisted when he required; after he had finished I journey to A uG usta ; think I communicated the offered in evidence the letters he wrote to his lath We cordially hope that both he and ourselves may
saw Edward Mathew s before that evenin'1, at the ago; he had paid interest for one year; written first sewed up the cuts that had heen made; after this, (same to him as before the Grand Jury
D o n ’t er : objected to, and rejected.
both believe and practice the right whether it be
barber’s shop at about 6 o’clock : don’t know what for 12 per cent, interest; I objected to its being 60 I was sent out of the hall; was afterwards called ' know why deft, sent to Boston for the acid, saw it
on his side or ours,

S

A

i

(T o be concluded next week.)

T H E CO L B W A T E R F O U N T A I
New Testament on Legal Suasion.
The advocates of exclusive moral suasion have
asserted often, that the gospel suppoits their views.
We think, that if they will abide by the words of an
apostle who must have undeistood the gospel which
he inspiredly preached, the controversy between
them and us will be but brief. Commencing at the
19th verse of the 1 2 th chapter to the Romans, read
ns follows:

“Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give
place unto wrath; for it is rcritten, ‘vengeance is mine,
J will repay it saith the Lo'.d.’ Therefore, if thine ene
my hunger, feed him, i f he thirsteth give him drink, foi
in so doing, thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his head.
Be nut overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good."
Such is the language most frequently quoted by
those who suppose that the New Testament discoun
tenances legal suasion. To clearly show that such
an application is a gross perversion ot them, we
need only proceed to read in course, commencing
where we left off.

“Let every soul be subject unto the highc powers; for
there is no power but of God. The powers that be are
ordained of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth the
power irsisteth the power of God; and they that resist,
shall receive to themselves damnation. For rulers are
not a terror to good works, but to the evil. Wilt thou
then not be afraid of the power ? Do that which is good, and
thru shalt have praise of the same. For he is the minister of
God to thee for good. But if thou do that which is evil, be
afraid, for hi beat eth’ not the sword in vain; for he is the
minister of God, a revenger, to execute wrath upon him that
.doth evil. Wherefore, yc must needs be subject, not only for
wrath, but alsofor conscience sake. For this cause pay ye
tribute also, for they arc God’s ministers attending continually
upon this very thing.”

ANB

inunity from deep and damr.ing disgrace ; but him make on temperance ; and all who heard
when a compensation for such labor is called him speak, must acknowledge his superior
for, ah ! th at ’s just anotner thing altogether. oratorical and logical powers. Dr. Dow will
A fourpence may drop from hands that con lecture before the ‘Sons,’ ‘Daughters,’ ‘Re
trol thousands of dollars ; but before it gets cabs and Daughters’ and all who choose to
into my hands ten chances to one if it is not come and hear, next Sabbath evening.
“Shaving Pellcey” has taken rooms in
so smooth in coming that it must be crossed
for a fivecent piece. I shall long remember Bangor Jail ; having been taxed $30, by the
my visit to the good people of Passadum- selectmen for the privilege of making paupers.
keag. Hope the day will soon come when Cowing and Green will have a larger bill
neither W ings nor Awe-Cutts nor Cutt- presented this week.— How the Church will
C. H. D.
throats will infest that community— to ruin tremble !
their husbands or sons. I found some things
pleasant and some not quite so pleasant in
my up river tour. In one place I fell in with
an animal of the s u i g e n e r i s order, whose
FR ID AY M O R N IN G , MARCH 34, 1848.
spleeny and combatative bump starts him on
all fours, and with his red tip and sharpened
IMPORTANT FROM FRANCE.
front makes him an object of terror when in
B o s t o n , March 27, 10 P. M.
such a mood. I was informed that his dear '[’lie Royal Mail steamer CALEDONIA, J. Leitcli,
mistaken friends tipped him into a theologi Commander, arrived at this port this evening, at 8 1-2
o’clock.
cal hopper in early life, and hoisted the gate The French Republic has been formed and is acting with
and through he went and came out a third a degree of wisdom and moderation which has called forth
admiration of all Europe.
rate four-penny limb of the law. I had tny theThe
Republic has been recognized by England and all
suspicions awakened that the poor thing was the other great powers.
The
new
Government Las already adopted enactments,
short for “t i n , " and thought to raise the wind
which are hailed with universal satisfaction, and has restor
with his deputy and the rum-o-crats. I am ed
perfect tranquility throughout the land.
always glad to receive instruction, come from Louis Philippe is in England.
There
have been riots at Glasgow, and street rows in
whom it may, providing the person is sincere.
But for a human shape to get up in a public London.
The King of Sardinia has collected an immense artnv on
assembly, and talk about insulting female the frontier, and is making formidable preparations for war.
T, ,
, „
_, „ ‘
, .
modesty', and telling young men where they proclamation
and Decrees of the kronen government dunn.
can gratify their wicked lusts—such kind ol the Revolution. Decrees and proclamations on the following
subjects were issued by the Provisional Government, may
instruction must come from one that is clear ors
of arrondissement, See. First, interdiction of meeting
from suspicion on such delicate subjects him of ex-chamber of Peers.—Second, organization of a moveself. ‘I am a temperanco man,’ we often hear, able national guard of 24 battalions. Third, arrest and
of deserters. Fourth, articles pledged at the
and that too from some who when they go punishment
Mont de Piele to be restored to the owners. The minister
to Enfield on Passadumkeag can find, the of finance paying the amount due on them.
Fifth. The Tuilleries to be an asylum for invalid
c r i t t e r and tip him off with a pleasant smile.
Do you take the hint ? Ahem !! Who stole workmen.
Sixth. Capital ptinislnnen (abolished.
the loaf of bread over east and fed it to Seventh. All political prisoners liberated, and fhrnished
witn means to join their families.
the dogs ? eh ! Is not the course of “I am
Eighth. Suppression of Chamber of Piers and dissolu
a temperance man,” like a coarse grit grind tion
of Chamber of Deputies. Constitution of a republic.
stone upon the face of the poor over east?— Every citizen to I>e a national guard. Liberty of the Press
guaranteed,
and freedom of thought secured.
How is stock ? quick. I hope I shall never be
Ninth. National works opened for the unemployed.
deceived with frequent assertions from good Tenth.
All citizens to remain in arms, and defend bar
temperance friends that such “p r o f a n e lim b s " racks till they have acquired all their rights.
are sound. Woe unto you lawyers; for ye Twelfth. Order to arrest Ex-ministers.
Thirteenth. Abolition of all titles of nobility.
have taken away the key of knowledge ; ye Fourteen.
Change of term regiment to demi-brigade.
pntered not in yourselves, and them that were Fifteenth. Ten days additional granted to pay bills
entering in, ye hindred.” Luke 11—52.— throughout each republic.
Sixteenth. National Assembly to meet on the 9th of
By strict inquiry I have found that most all April,
and decree a constitution—’’npulation to be the ba
rum-sellers in Penobscot County are as con sis of election. Representatives of the people fixed at 900

G A R B I N Ell N E W S - L E T T E R .
AMGRY HALL—N o. 232 W ashington s t (

The Belfast Signal states that a man by the
name of French Brown, formerly of Bangor,
fell from a vessel lying at Howe’s Wharf—it
is supposed in a fit- and was drowned Al
though recovered in ten minutes after falling,
life was so extinct as to render resuciation im
possible.
The Governor of Mass, has appointed the
10th of April for Fast.
To C orrespondents .— “C. H. D.,” “C. H.;” “Na
than.,” “Frank,” anil “C. M. DeL.,” will receive at
tention next week.
rn

HE MA R K E T S .

BOSTON MARKET—March 25, 184S.
Flour and Corn—The market continues steady for Flour,
and sales of Genesee and Michigan, common brands, at
§ 6 87 1-2 a 7; fancy brands at $7 25 a 7 75; and South
ern at § 6 37 a 6 50 per bbl, cash. In Corn sales have
been pretty freely made at 58 a 59e for Southern yellow,
and 56 a 57 for white. Oats are scarce and selling at 50 a
52c per bu. cash.
Molasses—The market is firm with sales of Cuba at 19c;
Trinidad at 23c, and Cienfuegos Muscovado at 24 1-2 a
25 per gal, 6 mos.
Provisions—The sales of Pork have been large at §10 a
10 50, cash and 4 mos, for mess; §13 a 13 50, for clear,
and §9 a 9 50 lor prime, 4 mos. Lard has been arriving
very freely and prices have declined, Sales in bbls and
tierces at 7 a 7 l-4e; and some parcels in kegs at 7 1 2 a
7, 3-4e ,per .lb, 4 mos.. Smoked
have heen in good
. , hams
,
demand at nupiovcd late, with sales at 8 a 8 1 -- per lb,
cash and 4 uios.

BOSTON.— OPEN EVERY EVENING.

Is Ifjfg

S U C C JE & g !

BAY'NE’S GIGANTIC PANORAMIC PICTURE 1

o r A V oyage to E u r o p e !
OM PRISES Views of B oston , its Harbor, H a l i f a x
the A t l a n t i c , the River M e r s e y , L i v e r p o o l ^
L ondon from the T h a m e s , and

C

BOTH SIDES THE RHINE,

Constituting by far the LARGEST PANORAMA ever
presented to the Public.
Admission 50 cents—Children under twelve year* of age
25 cents.
DR. TO W W SEm j’S SARSAPARILLA.
Doors open at half past 6 —tho Panorama to conuneiKie
WONDER AND BLESSING OF THE AGE. moving at 7 1-2.
Olhce of the Panorama open from 1 1 A. M. to 1 P* M.j
Themost Extraordinary Medicine in the World.
for the transaction of business and the sale of tickets.
T h i s Extract is put up in qt. bottles ; it is six times cheap
An Exhibition on every WEDNESDAY' and SATUR
er, pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold. It cures DAY' afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
4 nR6
diseases without vomiting,purging,sickening or debilitating
the patient.
T
o
b
e
E
,et.
The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparilla over
ONE half of die two story dwelling
all ether medicines is, while it eradicates diseases, it invig
house, owned and occupied by the sub
orates the body. It is one of the very best F a l l & S um
scriber, situated on Spring st. The lioufl#m e r M e d i c i n e s ever known; it not only purifies the
is calculated for two families—the two
whole system and strengthens the person, but it creates new,
tenements being perfectly disconnected.—
pure and rich blood; a power possessed by no other medicine. It is very convenient,
and provided with a good well, cis
And in this lies the grand secret of its wonderful success. tern, woodshed, carriage
house, stable and garden. Th*
It has performed within the last five years, more than 100,- location is pleasant, and within
few minutes walk of tho
000cures of severe cases of disease; at least 15,000 were centre of business. Possessiona given
about the first cf
considered incurable. It has saved the lives of more than May.
[36]
HENRY
II. ROGERS
5000 children during the two past seasons. 10,000 casts of

Genercd Debility and. want of Nervous Energy.

HI A T C H E S .

Dr .Townsend's Sarsaparilla invigorates the whole svstem
HE subscriber has a large lot of New Yotk, Boston,
permanently. To those who have lost their muscular energy
and French MATCHES for sale,
by the effects of medicine or indiscretion committed invouth,
inareh 24.
35
WM. PALMr-U.
or the excessive indulgence of passions, and brought on a
general physical prostration of the nervous system, lassitude,
A
IM
*’
P
l
a
s
t
e
r.
want of ambition, fainting sensations, premature decay and
O John Sufford,2i\, Esq.:—I would most cheerfully
decline, hastening towards that fatal disease, Consumption,
speak in favor of J. Allds’ Highly Approved Vege
can be entirely restored by this pleasant remedy. This Sar table Rheumatic Plaster, of which you arc proprietor, and
saparilla is far superior to any I n v i g o r a t i n g C o r d i a l . will certify to the public that I was severely afflicted with
NEW YORK MARKET—March 27, 1848.
The Flour market. This has been one of the quietest As it renews and invigorates the system, gives activity to the Rheumatism for five years. The last three years I was
days for some time. Sales of Genesee at §656 a 6 6 8 ; the limbs, and strength to the mnseular system, in a most not able to do a day’s work. 1 had tried almost every thing
that was recommended for that complaint, without receiv
western at 6 50 a 6 56; and Howard street at 6 37 a 6 50. extraordinary degree.
Wheat is in fair demand; sales of prime white 1 50c per C o n s u m p t i o n c u r e d . Cleanse and Strengthen. Con ing any benefit; I likewise applied to several of the most
sumption can be cured. Bronchitis, Liver Complaint, Colds, eminent physicians in the State, but still received no, help;
bush. The market for Corn is dull. Sales of white at
To spend ipace and time to prove to an intelligent
52c; mixed at 50c, and prime yellow at 50 a 53 per bush.
Catarrh, Coughs, Asthma, Spitting of Blood, Soreness in the and I gave up all hope of recovery. The pain was in my
Oats
are
dull
at
43
a
44c.
Operations
in
Cotton
are
waiting
Chest, Hectic Flush, Night Sweats, Difficult or profuse Ex left hip and leg mostly, and very severe a great part of tho
reader that this passage fully sustains legal penalties
the arrival of the steamer. The sales of Provisions for pectoration, Pain inthe Side, fie, have been and can be cured. time. My leg had began to perish, and I had but little useand their application to the violators of the law, so
of it, and" I suffered greatly. I at last fell in with you, and
the supply of the regular trade demand.
SPITTING BLOOD.
I made known my sufferings and complaint, when you re
much so as to declare that they are the very ordi
New A'ork, April 2S, 1847.
Dr. Townsend—I verily beiieve that your Sarsaparilla has commended Allds’ Plaster as a sure cure, which I tried ac
BRIGHTON MARKET—March 25, 1848.
nances of heaven, obedience to which is enjoined
cording to your direction, (without faith,) when, to my ut
At market 410 Beef Cattle, 80 pairs Working Oxen, been the means, through Providence, of saving my life. I ter astonishment, I soon found relief, and in the course of
upon all, would be similar to an attempt to prove
have for several years had a bad cough. It became worse
9
Cows
and
Calves,
1000
Sheep,
and
750
Swine.
two months I was made whole, so that I worked hard all
that the sun had ever shined. As rum-sellers are
Prices—Beef Cattle—We noticed a beautiful pair of and worse. At last I raised large quantities of blood, had the summer following, and have been able ever since, now
evil doers, and hence must be included in this pas
Cattle, fattened bv J. 31. Sherwood, of Aubnrn, Cayuga night sweats, and was greatly debilitated and reduced, and two years, and I now recommend this Plaster, with the ut
not expect to live. I have only used your Sarsaparil
county, New \o rk , sold for § 8 per cwt; prices extra Beel Iladid
sage with all other criminals, legal suasion must be
a short time, and there ht.s a wonderful change been most confidence, to the public and especially to those who
§7; first quality 6 50 a 6 75; second quality 575 a 6 25. wrought
35
in me. I am now able to walk all over the city.— are afflicted with the above complaint.
correct. The advocates of exclusive moral suasion
Working Oxen—§75 a 135.
Greene, Feb. 14, 1848.
AARON BRANN.
I raise no blood, and my cough has left me. Y ou can well
must show with what propriety it can be assscrled
Cows and Calves—25, 30, 35, §45.
that I am tnankful for these results.
SI s-ecSa* { IS s i c k s ! !
Sheep—2 25, §3, 3 50, §4, 4 50 §5; a few extra at §7. imagine
that the gospel is opposed to legal suasion.
1 ’eur obd’t servant, W m . R u s s e l l , 65 Catharine st.
HE subscriber having a large lot of Bricks on hand,
Swine—At wholsaale 5 25 a 6 25.
R h e u m a t i s m .—This is oniy one of more than four thou
and wishing to disposo of them, will sell chimney
sand cases of Rheumatism that Dr.Townsend’s Sarsaparilla Bricks cheaper than the same quality of Bricks can be
The T rial.
has cured. The most severe and chronic cases are weekly bought for in town.
WOODWARD THOMPSON.
We have again devoted a lavgc space in our col
eradicated
by its extraordinary virtues.
Gardiner, March 20, 1848.
35
One of the most important discoveries of the age, in aumns to the proceedings ol the trial, but are unable
James
Cummings
Esq.,
one
of
the
assistants
in
the
Lu
including those for Algiers and the colonics. Suffrage to meliorating the condition of this large class of suffering
natic
Asylum,
Blackwell’s
Island,
is
the
gentleman
spoken
J
!IK
S
,
B
0
1
>
*
T
S
H
humanity, consumptives, is Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild
to conclude it this week. The remainder of the evi- men
T h e ir wjves and children cut their fin- be direct and universal.
Cherry. What time establishes and consecrates, what ex of in the following letter:—
TENDERS her thanks to her fi ienddencc, with the picas, the judge’s charge, <5cc., will gers with such edged'tools often.
Blackwell’s Island, Sept. 14, 1847.
perience adopts and confirms, what all men in all places
S T A T E OF M A IN E .
and customers for the liberal share of pat,
Dr Townsend.—Dear Sir: I have suffered ten ibly for 9
be given in our next. The charge of the judge was
unite in saying is good and valuable, is so, no doubt. A
Notwithsanding all the trigs and snags the
tronage
which she has received from them
I T*if OCT \ I f \T T O X
I iK,i;,l'ari|y ut this sort fixes in society its roots so deep and years with the Rheumatism; considerable of the time l could
made on Wednesday of last week, and the jury, on cause is moving safe and sure.
and still hopes by punctual attention to
T. H ill.
not
eat,
sleep
or
walk.
I
had
the
utmost
distressing
pains,
1
‘
,
strong, that time cannot destroy it. The success which has
business, to retain a share of their custom.
the next day, rendered a verdict of Guilty on all the
W e s t W a t e r v i l l e , f i l a r c h 15, ’43.
t o r a d a y o f P u b lic H u m ilia tio n , F a s tin g a n d attended this medicine for several years past,has overcome and my limbs were terribly swollen. I have used four botShe is constantly receiving new and fash
the prejudices ol all respectable and sensible men, and tbe *JC/Jv!L ^0Ul ^‘*jfsaPai
anc^ ^1Gy ^ave done me more than
counts except the first. On Fiiday, the prisoner re
P ra yer
ionable B O N N ETS of every descrip
has taken a stand among the first class of discove § 1 0 0 0 worth of good. I am so much better—indeed, I aiu
tion. Also, a large assortment of other
ceived the sentence of death by hanging. Previous
[For the Fountain.]
1, J ohn W. D ana, Governor of the State of article
ries and blessings ol the age; and when resorted to in sea entirely relieved. You are at liberty to use this for the bene
Millinery
Goods, which will be sold
Yours, respectfully,
to the execution of the sentence, he will, in conform
Bro. Jewell:— In tire Fountain of Mar. 17, Maine, in conformity with a venerated usage and son, eradicates the diseases for which it is recommended. fit of the afflicted.
as low as can be purchased on the River.
James C ummings .
We cut the following from the Bellows Fall Gazette of
ity with the Statute, be imprisoned at hard labor for over the signature of “ N e p t u n e ," I find my with the advice of the Executive Council, do set
She also continues the business of Bleaching,Sewing and
1S-I6:
C a n k e r in t h e M o u r n . —Below is an account of Pressing Bonnets. Having procured the best of assistance,
self hinted at and my course reflected upon, apart, T H U R S D A Y , the /hirtcenlh da y o f A p r il, as January,
one year in the State Prison.
M istar ’s Balsam.—Notwithstading our aversion to ! another child saved. Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla has saved she now assures her friends and tire public generally, that
a day of public humiliation , fasting and
and the true feeling and state of our village
puffing, as many do, every thing that comes along in the ! the lives of thousands of children. The following two certili- a l l Bonnets entrusted to her care shall be done at short
S criptural V iew op th e W ine Q uestion .— greatly misrepresented, though I presume PRAYER.
shape of Patent Medicines, and the fact that wc scarce cates are selected from a great number received this week noticeand in such a manner as to give entire satisfaction.31
Realizing that we are entirely indebted to the the
New Y'ork, April 1, 1847.
ly ever take medicines of any kind, yet we feel that we
W e have received from Messrs. Oliver & Brother. done honestly.
“Neptune” is a “m o r a l - s u a  rich munificence ol our Heavenly Father, for the should
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: One of my children was very
he doing injustice to the community by withholding
Chloroform Toothache Drops.
New York Organ Office, a copy of this excellent s io n is t
and fora true picture of the influ manifold blessings with which we are constantly longer the favorable opinion we have of Wis'tar’s Balsam, sick with a canker in the mouth and throat, attended with
I T is well known that “ C hloroform ” has supereodc-d
work. It was originally sent or, a letter to Rev. ence of all such, I respectfully recommend surrounded, let us on that day humble ourselves, in cases of colds and pulmonary complaints. Having wit great debility. It came near dying. I obtained some of your
(in a great measure,) the use of E t h e r , as an allaycr
nessed its good effects in several instances we believe it to excellent medicine, and it cured it directly, for which I as of pain and is now used by the best Surgeons and Dentists
Dr. Nott, President of Union College, by Prof. him and all of his stamp, to read the two ar and in deep shame confess that we have forgotten be an excellent article.
sure you I feel very grateful.
Y'ours, respectfully.
in preference. A C e l e b r a t e d C h e m i s t , (and one of
or
denied
the
hand
from
which
they
flow,
or
have
E l i z a b e t h F o w l e r , 27 Debrosses st.
None genuine, unless signed I. B u tts on tbe wrapper.
Stuart of the Theological Seminary, at Andover. ticles e d i t o r i a l under the captions of “EfFec- received them thankless and murmuring, because
the first manufacturers of “ Chloroform,” ) has discovered
For
sale
in
Gardiner
by
C.
P.
Branch,
G.
31.
Atwood,
tual
aid
to
the
Enemy”
and
“By
whom
are
F
i
t
s
!
F
i
t
s
!
F
i
t
s
!
—Dr.
Townsend,
not
having
tested
that
“ Chloroform” with other simple preparations, will
It was designed to be added as an Appendix to a
Infinite Wisdom still permits the existence of and A .T. Perkins. Sold also by dealers generally.
his Sarsaparilla in cases of Fits, of course never recommend instantly cure the TOOTHACHE. After testing it in
new Edition of Dr. Nutt’s celebrated Temperance Rumsellers sustained” &c. in the same paper some evil that we are impatient to remove, or 1
ed it, and was surprised to receive the following from an many cases it has never failed to give instant rebel; thero
which contains his views ; and to learn and witliolds some fancied blessing which we crave.
French Depilatory.
Jintelligent and respectable farmer in Westchester county:— is no possible danger in using it, as it will not injure the
Lectures. But it was finally thought expedient to
profit by the lessons and truths therein con
Remembering that we are primarily responsible] For re m o v in g Sup erflu o u s H a ir from the Face, j
sound teeth a particle.—All that is necessary in using these
Fordham, August 13,1847.
publish it by itself in a pamphlet form. It is a tained.
- - or a n y p a rt- o f- the- hum
- an
- body.
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: I have a little girl 7 years of| Drops i3 to saturate well a bit of cotton or lint, and placo
for ourselves and not our neighbors, let us each ! JVV/c,
the cavity of the tooth. Relief will be immediate.
very learned and valuable essay and will well pay
“Neptune” has in his article given ‘a i d ernd call home our thoughts from their anxious vvan- This Depilatory is 'prepared according to the receipt Iaf e’ f hohas \ ^ “ J* ™ 1 -v?a' s ^ ictefd with Fhs.;,\ve t ried | it in
None Genuine without the signature of Ross & P oor on
after the error of others, and turn them j prepared by Baron Larray,Surgeon to Napoleon Bonaparte, j ij nl0 S/ ever-v tV?f.
’ u "* ,'°l! Sacccfcs>/lt ast,alfor a thorough and careful perusal. It should be c o m f o r t ' to venders and sympathisers, as they derings
i
si j »
i
i
c
fa
if
i?
i
9 though we could find nolurecommendation
m our circulars for the wrapper. Sold at No, 19 Tremont Row, Boston; aud
within, upon the dark Unexplored recesses of our / ^ o b tain ed it in Effypt ulule attending the French army
®
thou^t as she was in very delicate health we 1 by G. M. ATWOOD, Gardiner, Me.
3m34
possessed by every clergyman, professor of reli-/have warmly expressed their admiration ofj own
hearts ; bestowing upon ourselves that sever- ; dunnS’1l,.e,r memorable campaign intliat country. It is the ; w
- - ” ’
—
’
preparation
generally
used
by
the
Egyptians
and
French,
1
wo"\d/'™
I f ’ some of your Sarsaparilla and are very glad
F og sa«l !
pion, and all other Christian friends of temperance. his “ k i n d , C h r i s t i a n , a n d p e r s u a s i v e p o l i c y . " ity of judgement which we are wont to extend to
is perfectly safe and effectual.
we dld’ }ur } \ f ot onl>' rcstored hf strength, but she has had A Wallet, containing a small sum of money. The ownWho can for a moment doubt that such wishy- those around us, and extending to them instead, andPrepared
\Ve hope it will have a wide circulation.
by DEWITT C. ROSS, 19 Tremont Row l10rretu™ °‘ Fits, to our great pleasure and surprise. She YxL er can have the same by proving property and paving
27
!,s last becoming rugged and hearty, tor winch we teel grate- for this advertisement.
washy, weak-water behind-the-times doc that charity which tiiinketh no evil, which “suf- Boston
DAVID BUR’f'.
Yours, respectfully, ' J oh n B u t l e r , Jn
Pittston, March 13, 1848.
3w34*
trines, has a direct tendency to uphold, aid, and feretli long and is kind.” In thus judging our Sold'in Gardiner,by G.M. A t w o o d ; A ,T. P e r k i n s ; jfuK
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Dr
Townsend's
Sarsaparilla
is
a
abet the rum-seller in his works of death and | selves in the light of truth, and others in the light
ill ii
n
---------------------------sovereign
and
speedy
cure
for
Incipient
Consumption,
BarrenMonmouth Insurance Company.
crime?—I shall be more sparing with, and; of love, we may with confidence ask aid from Him
[F rom the Boston Post.]
ness, Leucorrhoea or Whites, obstructed or difficult MenstruIIE Subscriber has been appointed Agent for the
essential elements are truth and love.
NAPLES HAIR DYE.—This chemical preparation jation, Incontinence of Urine,or involuntary discharge thcrecharitable to “Neptune” from the fact that he j whose
Monmouth
Fire Insurance Company.
To l!ic Presidsnl of the P..W. €. Tem s a stranger to the principles and character ofj Under such a discipline ol mind and heart, if we wi 11 color the hair any color, from a light brown to jet j °U and for the general Prostration of the System, no matter March 14, 1848.
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WILLIAM PALMER.
remain
by
our
firesides,
we
shall
spend
the
day
in
black
and
not
injure
the
hair
or
stain
the
skin.
}
whether
the
result
of
inherent
cause,
or
produced
by
irregperance Society;
both friends and foes of T e m p e r a n c e in Old-] sin cere humiliation, fasting and prayer; or if we -----------—.......................................
j ularity, illness or accident.
N O T IC E .
isr , | n
• , n
J,
j Nothing can be more surprising than its invigorating effects rgTMlE Subscriber hereby gives public notice to all conD ear S ir , —On the evening of the 22d 1 town, having been in town but six or eight go up to the house of G od , we shall g o there as
n e c K l y l i e c e i p t s for t h e f o u n t a i n .
on the human frame. Persons, all weakness and lassitude, -M- cerned, that he has Wen duly appointed and taken
spoke to a spare assembly at the City Hall, months, and during that time confined closely did the publican, not the pharisee.
1 from taking it, at once become robust and full of energy un
himself the trust of Guardian for WILLIAM S.
!)
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta1 ! Johnson Frost, Geo. E. Stone, W.n. Hutchinson, Wood- j aTITI'1influence.
Bangor. There are a few even in the great to teaching. He did not know, even that that
It immediately counteracts the nerveless- upon
BALLARD, of Gardiner, in the County of Kennebec, by
i
man
and
Chamberlain,
E.
F.
Dean,
§150,
each;
W.
!
Li
this first day of February, in the year of ou
'the
female
frame,which
is
the
great
cause
ofbarrenness.
rum jutr of Penobscot County, that are mak sail accident of our townsman breaking his
bond as the law directs. He therefore requests all
j
ill not be expected of us, in cases of so delicate a na- giving
Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty i Sargent, §1 00, G. W. Lyon. 30cts.
persons who are indebted to said Ballard to make im
ing war against intemperance. What can be hip at Cowing arid Green’s stable, had trans
j ture, to exhibit certificates of cures performed, but we can mediate payment, and those who have any demands, are
eight, ami of the Independence of the Uni
done to purge that rum-cursed city is hid pired, till it was reported in the Fountain ;
assure the afflicted that hundreds of cases have been reported
ted States the seventy-second.
:d to exhibit the same for settlement.
0
!to us. Several cases where families have been without requested
notwithstanding the scene of slaughter was
from me.
RAY THOMPSON.
j o h n \v. D a n a .
!
children,
after
using
a
few
bottles
of
this
invaluable
medicine,
Gardiner,
March 15, 1848.
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I spoke on Wednesday to the people at the within fifty rods of his house! “Moral sua By the Governor :
have been blessed with healthy offspring.
“
I
tell
thee
there
is
no
power
Bend, in Eddington, where I believe they sion” may do in Old Virginia (“Neptune” E zra B. F rench , Sec’y o f State.
Great Blessing to Mothers and Children.—It is the safest K e n n e b e c , ss.—At a Court of Probate, held at Augusta,
To part us—but in death.’’
liave no public nuisance in the sals
shape of
ol a lives there) atnon”' slaveholders and mobowithin and for the County of Kennebec, on the second
and most effectual medicine for purifying the system, and
3Ionday of March A. D. 1848.
I
relieving
the sufferings attendant upon child-birth ever disrum-seller. On Thursday, I visited North jcrats, (if administered by slaveholders) where
In Whitefield, by Rev. Mr. Clark, Mr. James W. Gray
jj'tMILY HERRICK, administratrix on the estate of
i Miss Sarah Ham, all of Whiteficld.
,]covered.. . . It strengthens both the
. mother
. , and
, „child, prevents
Bangor and found a good company of tern-1 neither la w , j u s t i c e , h u m a n i t y or the Consti_J Daniel Herrick, late of Gardiner, in said County,
A case ol shipwreck by far the most awful and
j' a Eastport, bv Rev. Kendall Brooks, Jr., Capt. John !Paln a,ld d!“
food, those who
; increases and enriches die ft
perance brethren and sisters. Two rum-ul- j union is regarded; hut we Maine bovs go in heart-rending in its very detail and in amount ofj If. 31cLarrert to Miss Matilda Green, daughter of Lorenzo j “av1e,usfed 11 th,mkr 11 13 indispensable. It is highly useful deceased, having presented her account of administration
of
the estate of said deceased for allowance.
both
before
aud
after
confinement,
as
it
prevents
diseases
cers exist in the vicinity of the village. The for humanity, equality, justice, equal rights ; loss of life of which we have any recollection, oc Sabine, Esq.
Ordered, That the said administratrix, give notice to all
attenda nt upon child-birth—in Costivene.ss, Piles, Cramps,
“Sons” are doing a good work with the pledge. ] “Constitutional guaranties” and ‘LAW & curred at the entrance of Petty Harbour, Newfound In Pembroke, by P. G. Farnsworth, Wm. Low, Jr., to Swelling of the Feet, Despondency, Heartburn, Vomiting, persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to b»
land, at an early hour on Saturday morning, the 4th Miss Harriet N. Munson; by the the same, Mar. 15th at
Go ahead ! Saturday found me in Lincoln. ] ORDER.” “Neptune” hints that “encroach- instant.
Eastport, Wm. S. D. Blackwood, of Pembroke, to Miss Pain in the Back and Loins, False Pains, Hemorrhage, and published three weeks successively in the Cold Water Foun
in regulating the secretions and equalizing the circulation it tain, printed at Gardiner, that they may appear at a Pro
I g a v e them five lectures, and found a “pretty ments on religious institutions” have been
The ship Omega, 1277 tons, Capt. Garrick, of and! Emliv O. Wentworth, of E.
has uo equal. The great beauty of this medicine is, it is bate Court to be holden at Augusta, in said County, on the
kettle of fish and beans.” I was told they made, and “attacks upon personal character
from Liverpool, sailed for New York on the 16th ■ In Harmony, Seth Webb, Jr., of Plantation No. 7, to always safe, and the most delicate use it most successfully, second Monday of May next at ten of the clock in the fore
3Iiss Betsey A. Thurston.
January
last,
with
a
general
cargo
and
315
passen
have in the town four rum-taverns, two rum- \ h a v e “ a t t a c k e d personal character” ’tis true
very few cases require any other medicine, in some a little noon, and shew cause, if any thev have, why the same
She had fine weather the first fortnight, and
Castor Oil, or Magnesia, is useful. Exercise iu the open should not be allowed.
' D. WILLIAMS, Judge,
stores, and one rum-hole. They have a new —that is just what 4 intended to do, and will gers.
afterwards encountered very heavy gales; and upon
air, and light food with this medicine, will ahvavs ensure a Copy.
Attest: F. D a v i s , Register,
3w34
mode of pickling F is h and cooking B e a n s ,— continue to do, till the enemies of humanity j her reaching the southern end of the Banks, she lost
safe and easy confinement.
Guess’. Give it up ? Why in ruin, gin, &c., learn that “ th e w a y o f th e t r a n s g r e s s o r is her fore-yard, maid-topmast, rudder, and all her
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B eauty AND H ealth .—Cosmetics and Chalk, and a
These Pills are a sure remedy for Jaundice, *ick and
&c. Who got the pork and meal ?. eh ?— h a r d , " the “Law is a terror to evil doers, and sails. She had been thus left at the mercy of the
variety of preparations generally in use, when applied to
“ 5\ lty o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep 1
the face very soon spoil its beauty. They close the pores nervous Headache, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, sickness of
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
Went to Lee and gave them two lectures.— there shall be no peace for the Rumseller! ” waves lor a week, when she was fallen in with by
the barque Aurora, hound for St. John, N. B., which
of the skin, and check the circulation, which, when nature stomach, Heartburn, aJi Bilious Complaints, Fevers of all
Found quite a good company of temperance As regards “religious institutions,” I can say, took
and if taken at the commencement, will invariably
off half the passengers, and would have taken
this town, 18th inst., of consumption, Catharine, wife Is not P a r te d by disease or powder, or the face inflamed kinds,
men; should judge they are in the same con that I presume to venerate them as much as the whole, had not a gale sprung up and separated of In
Z. S. I’urinton, aged 43 years.
llle alkilies used in soaps, beautifies its own production check their progress, and save the patient from a protracted*
and dangerous sickness. They are invaluable in nervous
dition of many other towns—“more talk than “Neptune,” and h a v e n o t a tta c k e d them.— the vessel. In returning from carrying the passen In this towu, 22d inst., Francis Edgar, youngest son of H th« “ human face Divine,” as well as in the garden of and
hypochondriacal affection, loss of appetite, Cholic,
rich and delicately tinted and variegated flowers. A free,
cider.” Wonder how long it will take to But I will now say, that it is a la m e n ta b le gers, the Omega lost her pinnace, second mate and A. W. and Rebecca R. Giles, aged 2 years
active and healthty circulation of the fluids, of the coursing Cholera Morbus, Gout, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Whits
Rest little one, thy toils are o’er,
four
hands.
Swelling,
Ulcers, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum, Cough, Colds,
cure rum-sellers and stop them from selling, fa c t, that there are institutions p u r p o r t i n g to
of the pure, rich blood to the extremities, is that which’paints
Thy sleep shall ne’er be troffoied more;
On the 11th Feb., fell in with the brig Barbara,
Influenza, Dropsy and all complaints to which females alone
the countnanee in the most exquisite beauty,
by telling them what they mean to do, and be “ r e l i g i o u s " that can number among its sup bound to Cork, which had taken offall but 30 of the
Thy spirit bright doth dwell above,
j This js why the southern, and especially the Spanish la- arc subject. They operate as a mild and specdv purge, and
Willi Christ thy triend, in perfect love.
never have moral courage to do it ? Deacon porters not a few of the strongest and most crew and passengers, (which 30 included the captain
j dies, are so much admired. Ladies in the north who take are a safe and certain remedy for Worms in children.
In
Eastport,
Mrs.
Lucretia
Norwood,
agod
64;
Mrs,
Females will find that 2 or 3 of these Pills, taken at bed
John Boobier keeps a first rate quiet Temper ardent of the ‘Rum and Ruin Party ; ’ and and first mate,) when, as in the former instance, a Mary Ann \Vitherell, aged 30 years.
!but little exercise, or are confined in close rooms, or have
[spoiled their complexion by the application of deleterious time, and continued for a short time, will remove any irregu
ance Tavern at Lee village, and yet strange patronize a most contemptible rumseller’s Hall, heavy gale coining on, the Barbara was compelled
to part company with the Omega, which latter vessel
mixtures, if they wish to regain elasticity of step, buoyant larity or obstruction, and restore nature to her usual course.
to tell, that many professed temperance men by holding their “ r e l i g i o u s " meetings and is
Since I have introduced my Universal Family Pills to
supposed to have gone down that night.
KennelJSC
Mutual
Insurance
Company!
spirits, sparkling eyes and beautiful complexion, they should
will put up with a ruin-pirate, and thus dis Fairs therein. I’m told that Green boasted
rtco -* ]use Dr, Townsend’s Sarsaparilla. Thousands have tried it, the public, I have numerous certificates of their superior
The Barbara afterwards bore away for Newfound
efficacy
in curing diseases; also several letters from res
, I r „ .rTvr,
Gardiner , April 1,1848, j and arc more than satisfied and delighted.
grace themselves and the cause they pretend that as bad as rumsellers are called, their Hall land, but in doing so lost two boats; they attempted _ MEETING
pectable physicians, who have used them in their practice
of the members of this Company will be
Notice
to
the
Ladies
,—Those
that
imitate
Dr,
Townsend’s
to
reach
St.
Johns,
and
mistaking
the
land,
the
ves
to love. The rum landlord of L ee will find is used by Christians to hold fairs and wor
called their stuff a great Rcmt- with the best success, many of which are published upon
drilted into a cove, and on account of the heavy being
himself on the LF.E-shore of hope, both for ship in to get money to build a chapel! “ T h e sel
and have copied our bills and cir- the wrapper, with the directions for use, fic. accompanying
surf, struck a clifi and stove a hole in Iter bow ; 3 5 seven
complaints of women, word for each box of the Pills.
ttime and eternity,unless he shapes his course e n d j u s t i f i e s th e m e a n s ; then let the rumseller individuals managed to reach the shore, and in about tion of such other business as may come before them.
For sale in Gardiner, bv A. T. P e r k i n s ; II. S m it ii ;
word—other men who put up medicine, have since the great
(for Temperance straits and sobriety bar- use the chapel of God for a dancing hall and five minutes after, the Barbara fell over and went
36
HOMES
27
IMEfe TUPRER, Secretary,
success of Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla in complaints inci G. M. A t w o o d ; C. P. B r a n c h .
bar. At Enfield, I found a truly temperate grog-shop, so he can get money to build a down, carrying with her about 115 souls !
dent
to
females
recommend
theirs,
although
previously
they
Freedom Notice.
did not. A number of these 31ixtures, “ ills, 4'c-, are in T H E M A G I C A L P A I N E X T R A C T O R
«nd temperance family, by the name of Ireat. Rum Chapel. “ ’Tis a poor rule that won’t There is another incident to notice. The Barbara
OTJCE is hereby given, that I, for a valuable con jurious to females, as they aggravate disease, and undermine Is a salve that has done more for the relief of the human
on the 2 d March descried the homeward bound
We used to treat on toddy, but I found a dif work both ways.” “Neptune” says: mortified steamship
sideration,
relinquish
to
my son, J ohm M. R o b e r t s , the constitution.
race than any prescription of any one, or even all tha
Hibernia, which, after being signalled,
ferent treat from that source. I gave them have many of us been in reading several arti bore down, when she was informed that the brig had his time till he arrives at the age of twenty-one, to act and S c r o f u l a C u r e d . This Certificate conclusively proves medical men in existence. It combines and exhibits five
tor himself and hold all his earnings; and I am to be
extra intrinsic attributes, viz: Entire control over injurios
one talk—found one Allen who lias passed cles in tbe public journals of late. Well, we 150 passengers on board, and wished for some water, trade
that this Sarsaparilla has perfect control over the most ob by fire, repels all kinds of inflammation, extracts mortifica
at no expense on his account,
SIMON ROBERTS.
stinate diseases of the blood. Three persons cured in one tion, relieves all pains of even the worst burns, sores, &e,
manhood and turned Turk— violated his obli all are, to think our town contains such inhu as they were very short: the captain of the Hibernia
Witness: H e n r y R o b e r t s ,
house is unprecedented.
3\v36
almost instantly, and heals, leaving no scar. No pay is
gations, and gone to selling rutn. Wonder man monsters ! “The names of several indi replied that there was laud ahead, and that they might Andover, Feb. 1 , 1848.
t h r e e c h il d r e n .
forthat and get water ! We fear that thore were
taken for it unless the user is delighted with its effects in
Mr. Allen,how that beautiful temperance sign viduals have been brought before the public steer
Dr
Townsend
—Dear
Sir:
I
have
the
pleasure
to
inform
S E L E C T § 0 8 0 0 L.
all the following named complaints: Burns, Scalds, Erysip
some irregularities on board the Barbara.
you
that
three
of
my
children
have
been
cured
of
the
Scrof
suits your rum eye? Bro. Treat and family in a manner highly exceptionable, and what
elas, Ulcers, Old Sores, Salt Rheum, Chilblains, Erup
The Aurora arrived at this port to-day, with 73 of
1SS E. IV. WHITNEY' would give notice to her
ula
by
the
use
of
your
excellent
medicine.
They
were
af
tions,
Rheumatism, Piles, all Rollings, &c. Let every fam-.
friends and former patrons, that the Spring Term
of two temperance Sons, paid me $2,00 would be intolerable in many communities.” the passengers rescued from the Omega, having
her School will commence on MONDAY, APklL 3d, flicted very severely with bad sores; have taken only four sly procure this great healing ointment. It has saved life^
for my visit, and met the wants of man and Truth—and but a small part of it either—has landed 33 others at Canso, and the remainder, about of
bottles;
it
took
them
away,
for
which
I
feel
myself
under
and will prove a blessing to all who use it. Sold by Roe?
60, died on board since she received them. Many in the Room over the store of Messrs. J. & J. S t o n e deep obligation. Y'ours, respectfully,
beast. Their Christian hospitality has laid been told ; let them repent and do better and of
Sc Poor, 19 Tremont Row, Boston.
the survivors are suffering from sickness. Dur Water Street.
I
saac W . C r a i n , 106Wooster-st.
Sold in Gardiner, by II. S m i t h ; C. P. B ranch ; A.
Terms. §1,50 to §3,00—according to the studies pur
me under great obligations.
I w i l l t e l l o f i h a t a lso . “I won’t impeach, but ing the last 17 days the allowance ol food has been
New
York,
March
1,
1847.
T. P e r k i n s ; G. M. A t w o o d .
by the pupils.
At Passadumkeag, I rested with Brothers must say liis judgment is bad and his policy limited to 2 1 - 2 ounces of bread, and a wine glass of sued
O p i n i o n s of P h y s i c i a n s , Dr Townsend is daily re
It is very desirable that all who purpose to attend the
Saunders and Randall. Spoke to the people suicidal.” Hold ! “Neptune,” I’m not a rum- water each day to every one on board.—Halifax spring term, should be present at the commencement of the ceiving orders fromPhysicians in different parts of the Union •
M O N T A G U E 'S L U N G SYg~ U P .
This is to certify that we, the undersigned, Physicians o1
school,
n36
We have had so many certificates presented to us for
twice— found two rum-taverns at the point, seller ! talk that language to whom it belongs. Recorder.
Captain Skinner of the ill-fated Barbara, t h r e w
the City of Albany, have in numerous cases prescribed Dr. insertion in to-day’s paper, we are obliged to throw them
Gardiner, March 31, 1848.
selling without molestation or fear. I should “Abusive language;” Is it not “ r e l i g i o u s ,’ to overboard part of his cargo to afford the people he
Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe it to be one of the all out as we have not space for all, and fear we may of
judge that there tire some who love the canse speak the truth? “Neptune” says, “some of took from the Omega room below decks. His con At a Court of Probate, held at Augusta, on the last Monday, most valuable preparations in the market.
fend some one by inserting a part, still our friends may be
of March A, D. 1848, within and for the County of Ken
assured their certificates for the good medicine, ( Montague's
IL P. P u l i n g , 31. D.
of Temperance if the money argument is a our m o st worthy citizens are not members of duct is in singular contrast with that of the captain
nebec.
Indian Lung Syrup,) shall soon apear. We have now
J. W i l s o n , M. D.
criterion. It was announced twice (and the the temperance society.” Will “Neptune” of the steamer; and the noble-hearted sailor fella
certain
instrument
purporting
to
be
the
last
will
and
R. B. B riggs , M. I).
only room to say that this medicine is the best article ever
victim to his humanity. He was among the lost.
circular read) that ajcolfection would be tak be so kind as to publish tho names of these All
testament
of
JOHN
STONE,
late
of
Gardiner,
in
Albany,
Apr
1,1846.
P.
E.
E
l m e n d o r f , M. D.
used for coughs, colds, consumption, asthma, See., and is
honor to his gallant memory!
said County, deceased, having been presented by JOHN
Poor’s 19 Tremont Row-—Rotten
en up. Well, the terrible hour to some folks “ m o s t t o o r t h y " citizens ! If “m o s t w o r t h y "
C a u t io n .—Owing to the great success and immense sale to be had at Ros3
STONE, the Executor therein named for Probate:
of Dr, Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, a number of men who Post.
came, i. e. to take up the collection and I did they can’t object of course to having their
Mr. Nathaniel Bryant, of Dexter, exhibit O r d e r e d , That the said Executor give notice to all were formerly our Agents, have commenced making Sarsa For sale in Gardiner, by H S m i t h , C P B r a x c h , G
not see as it frightened them away, or turned names made public, When they are p u b lis h e d ed in our city yesterday a large well fatted persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be parilla
27
Extracts, Elixirs, Bitters, Extracts of Y'ellow Dock, M A t w o o d , A T P e r k i n s .
T a k e G ood C a r e of Y' o u r H a i r .—Young people
their hair gray. It looked to me that they again, (for most of them have been to their Ox, weighing upon the hoof, 2116 pounds. published in the Cold Water Fountain, printed at Gardiner &c. They generally put it up in the same shaped bottles,
in said County, three weeks successively, that they may ap and some of them have stole and copied our advertisements; cannot be too careful of their Hair, or take too much pains
meant to do the thing up in good shape, and disgrace) I will try and tell how much they
The Ox was purchased by Mr. Putnam, the pear at a Probate Court to be held at Augusta, in said they are only worthlesss imitations and should be avoided. to preserve it. It is much easier to preserve than to re
not be behind the lighter, or the brethren in have done for Temperance and Humanity.
popular host of the Bangor House, and by our County on the last Monday of April next, at ten o’clock, Principal Office, 126 Fulton street, Sun Building, N. Y. store after its loss. Now we recommend to all our friends,
other parts of the county, for when the mat*
N. B. We had a very able lecture from neighbors the maket men, Messrs. Smith & in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the —Redding & Co., 8 State street, Boston—Dyott & Sons, to never be without the genuine Oldndgc’s Balm of Colum
said instrument should not be proved, and allowed as the
bia, as wc do know if used frequently, they can never be
ter was sumed up, it amounted to $6,1-3. I Mr. Murray (of the Oldtowti High School) on
182 North 2 d street, Philadelphia—S. S. Hance. Druggist, come bald. It ean be had of Ross fi Poor, 19 Tremont
last will and testament of the said deceased.
Jones, for $100 .— B a n g o r W h i g .
Baltimore—P.
M.
Cohen,
Charleston—Wright
&
.
Co.Mol
have found in many places a glad reception Temperance, last evening ; an animated and
Row, Boston, true and genuine.
Copy.
D. WILLIAMS, Judge.
Chartres street, N. O.—105 South Pearl street, Albany—
Attest: F. D a v is , Register.
3w36
F o r sale in Gardiner, bv H . S m i t h ; A . T. P e r k i n s ;
to lecture and labor for their benefit, to save highly entertaining address from Dr. Dow of
A schoolmaster in Vermont lately recom
and by all the principal Druggists and Merchants generally G.M. A t w o o d ; C. P. B ranch.
27
their taxes and to save their children from the Boston—and Rev. Mr. Nye of Bangor. Bro. mended to his pupils a vary f i n e edition of
OOTHACHE DROPS. A sure and never failing throughout the U. States, West Indies, and Canadas.
remedy for the Toothache. Prepared and sold bv
Sold wholesale and retail bvG . M, ATW OOD, the
OOK AND JOB PRINTING ncs-fiv c::ccutcfi at
habits of intemperance—their town or com Nye made th e b est speech that I ever heard C om be o n th e h e a d ,
DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner, Me.
32 only authorised Agent in Gardiner,
lv*>
B tbi* office at lowest prices.

The Age of Improvement.
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Dreadful Shipwreck.
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POET’S C O M E R .
SE V E N T Y -S IX .
BY W I L L IA M

C.

BRYANT.

What heroes from the woodland sprung,
When, through the fresh awakened land,
Tiie thrilling cry of freedom rung,
And to the work of warfare strung
The yeoman’s iron hand !
Hills flung the cry to hills around,
And ocean-mart replied to mart,
And springs whose streams were yet unfound,
Pealed far away the startling sound
Into the forest heart.
Then marched the brave from rocky steep,
From mountain river swift and cold;
The borders of the stormy deep,
The vale where gathered waters sleep,
Sent up the strong and bold.
As if the very earth again
Grew quick with God’s creating breath,
And, from the sods of grove and glen,
Rose ranks of iron-hearted men
To battle to the death.
The wife whose lxil>e first smiled tliat day.
The fair fond bride of yester eve,
And aged sire and matron gay,
Saw tiie loved warriors haste away,
And deemed it sin to grieve.
Already had the strife begun;
Already blood on Concords’s plain
Along the springing grass had run,
And blood had flowed at Lexington,
Like brooks of summer rain.
Tliat death-stain on the April sward
Hallowed to freodom all the shore;
In fragments fell the yoke abhorred—
Tho footstep of the foreign lord
Profane the soil no more.

SPRING.
Welcome, delightful S p ri ng ! Thy glad return
We hail,—-herald of the sunniest days !
The roseate garlands on thy brow so lair,
The mantling blushes blending with thy smile,
The genial sun-beams dancing in thy path,
Ail give thee welcome to this land of ours.
We hail thy coming, like a gentle nurse
To the couch of sickness, applying balm
To heal disease which chilly winter brought
Upon thy offspring dear. For them, f a i r o n e ,
Thy bosom with sweet /.ephyred breath dilates;
For them the morning dew drops from thy hand
Distil, like healing drugs, to invigorate
And restore to health.
Soon smiles the rose, proud waving on its stem,
While beauty blends upon each spotless leaf:
Soon forests wave with hue ot deepest green,
And, towering high, show contrast with blue skies;
Soon tender plants push forth their folded heads
To seek the glorious sun, beneath whose ray
They hung their opening buds of fairest hue,
Like tassels, on the branches nature gives.
The woodland streams break from thy icy chains
Which bound them to their shallow channels once,
And, dancing on, rejoice with bubbling mirth
To share the freedom of a mightier stream.
And many songsters tune their joyful lay,
To serenade thee—Q ueen of seasons all,
While sportive breezes play around thy steps,
Rejoicing in thy halcyon days.

BOSTON BUSINESS CARDS.
M A R C H ,
1 8 4 8 .
The attention ofCouNTRYand S ea p o rt M e r c h a n t s ,
Man u f a c t u r e r s , and o t h e r s about visiting Boston to
purchase Spring supplies, is most respectfully requested to
the following CARDS, comprising Merchants, Manufactur
ers and Artists.
Being fully prepared in the various brauches, we embrace
the faeilites of the country press, to solicit your early calls;
and we assure our New England friends, that no pains shall
be spared on our part to please both old and new customers
CALL AND SEE
At No. 12, State Street, Boston.
LICHTENTH-ELER’s

patent

apparatus.

For opening, shutting and locking firmly, in any desired |x>sition, outside window blinds and shutters, from tho inside,
without raising the sash. The cheapness, convenience and
utility of this invention will recommend it to public patronage
(Patented July 14,1846.) Rights for States, counties and
towns for sale by E. S t e a r n s . Also, Mattheivson’s Improv
ed Weather Strip, an invaluable contrivance for making doors
and French Windows secure against the admission of wind,
dust, rain and snow.
E. STEARNS, Agent.
LAMBERT, EDMONDS & CO.,
Importers and dealers in Woolen and Domestic Dry Goods,
by the package or piece.
99 Milk street, (opposite Kilby street)
Geo. A. Lambert, Wm. Otis Edwards, S. F. Parker.
WOOLEN GOODS WAREHOUSE.
C harles

A.

W h ite

& Co.,

Importers and wholesale dealers in Cloths, Cassimeres,
Vestings, &c. 8 Morton 'Block, Milk street, Boston.
HINR1CHS 6c CO.,
No. 1 1 , Kilby street, (up stairs,) Boston,
Importers of Fancy Goods, French ornamental, China
and Bohemian Glass Ware.
G. C. HOLMAN’S
French and German Importing House, 15 & 16 Kilby street,
Boston.-Wholesale dealer in French, German and Eng
lish Fancy Goods and Toys, Fine Cutlery, Combs,
Brushes, Fans, Perfumes, Violins, and artiticles of American manufactures.
J. P. HALL & CO.,
No. 1 Union street, Have for sale, on the best terms, a Gen
eral assortment of DRUGS, MEDICINES, &c.—
They are also agents for the sale of Swaim’s cele
brated Panacea and Vermifuge, and all popu
lar Patent Medicines.
T H O BIAS II. R I D L O N ,
Manufacturer and dealer in

H a t s , C a p s , U mbrellas

See .

No. 6 Diamond Block, Hanover street, near Union.
PAPER HANGINGS,

CHEAP FOR CASH.---BY T. HUNTER,
Manufactory 42 Congress street, and Store 81 Hanover

street, corner of Blackstone.

TILLSON & CHANDLER, lNO. 96,
Blanufactnrers & wholesale dealers in Premium self-adjust
ing Cravats, Neck-stocks, Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, &c.
96 Washington street, (up stairs,) Boston.
REED, KENNY & CO.,
Wholesale dealers in Foreign fruits, Nuts, &c., Butter,
Beans, Dried Apples, and Fire Crackers.
Nos. 19 and 21 Merchants Row.
E. ALLEN & CO.
Dealers in Foreign and Domestic Woolens, and Tailors’
Trimmings, 2 Sewall Block, Milk street.
Ephraim Allen,
William E. Allen.
CLOTHES WAREHOUSE.

n- \ T 1'. It F O U N T A I N AND G A R p T n EU N E W S - L E T T E R .
T. W ILEY, J r ., 20 STATE STREET,
$1,000 WORTH OF DRY GOODS
Receives subscriptions to all American and choice Eng
Just received, per Express, at the
lish periodicals, and forwards them in advance of other agents, by mail or otherwise, to any part of the country.— G A R D I N E R C H E A P S T O R E ,
lie flatters himself that his long experience, wide spread
B y J . & J . T . STO IV E.
reputation for punctuality and precision, will recommend
HE above, added to their immense stock, completes
him to professional gentlemen and private individuals.—
their assortment—making it one of the largest^ and
Orders for any kind of Books whatever promptly attended
to. Address T. W i l f y , J r ., Publisher, 20 State street, best selected stocks ever offered on the Kennebec. Wc go
to the city and take advantage of the market, and buy and sell
Boston.
10 per cent less than those who have their Goods sent to
THE ONLY EN TIRE CASH
them, not knowing anything about the market.
JOBBING BOOT AND SHOE STORE
Our stock consists in part of the following, viz:
In Boston, is
Dress Goods—Cashmeres, Muslin DeLaines, i hibet
cloth, Lyonese—all shades, black, blue-black and Plant
THOMAS C. W A L E S’,
Alpaccas, nice Black Silk; also, a large lot of Cashmere
19 and 21 Broad, 46 and 48 Central streets.
and Woolen Shawls, DeLaine ditto, Damask ditto, etc.
Cash buyers, come and see for yourselves.
We are selling our Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Satinetts,
L. STEPHENSON 6c CO.
and Tweeds, at less prices than can be bought in town.
Manufacturers of Dearborn’s Patent Balance, PlatC A R P E T IN G S—We receive our Carpetings direct
form and Factory Balances, Counter Scales and Town from the Agents, and therefore save one profit, which ena
Standards.
bles us to sell them as low as others can buy.
72 Water street, 2 doors below Liberty Square, Boston.
A large lot of Prints; red, white, green and yellow Flan
nel, striped Shirtings, Bed Ticking, col’d Cambric, Crash,
NEW CLOTHING STORE.
Diaper, Canvass, Padding, Carpet Bags, black silk Hdkfs,
B adger & R yan ,
Pocket ditto, of all kinds, Gloves, Hosiery, Pins, Needles,
Wholesale dealers in every description of
Tape, Ribbons, Linen Hdkfs, Vestings, Table Covers, a
R e a d y - m a d e C l o t h i n g fy F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s, large lot of Bleached and Brown Sheetings, very cheap; in
fact, all kinds of Goods usually kept in a Dry Goods Store.
No SJIitchborn Block, Ann strset, Boston.
All the above Goods will be"sold at less prices than those
OLIVER _H0LB1 AN,
who are obliged to sell at great discounts.
No 124 State street, Boston.
On our second floor we have a good stock of

T

ACCOUNT BOOK MANUFACTURER, STATIONER,

And general agent for Perkin’s Superior Printing
and Visiting Cards.
CROCKERY,
C h in a

<$■ G la ss

W a r e , P a p e r H a n g i n g s , fy c .,

An extensive assortment for sale by
Michael Blellen & Co., 16, 18 and 20 Merchants' Row.
DAGUERREOTYPES
Taken single, or in groups, from two to twenty, or more,
in style and finish equal to any taken in the city, at
No'. 113 Washington street, by Pettee Cathan.
S H O R E Y 6c C O . ,
Wholesale dealers in Foreign and Domestic Piece Goods,
Hosiery, Threads, Bindings,—Blanufacturers of Wool
en Yarn—168 Washington street, Boston.
SUPPORTERS AND TRUSSES.

If* e s t I n d i a

Goods,

Currants, Nitre,Soda, Cream of Tartar. HARD-WARE
—Nails, Glass, (7x9, 8x10, 9x13,) Knives and Forks,
Butts, Screws, Files, Wash-Boards, Brooms, Pails, etc.
White Lead and Oil, Chrome Green, Paris ditto, French
Yellow, Chrome ditto, Venetian Red, Japan, Varnish, Red
Lead, Umber, Latbarge, Red and White Chalk;—making
one of the best selected stocks on the river—all which will
be sold so low as to defy competition.
The above stock is at Wholesale or Retail, at the Gardi
ner Cheap /Store, bv
J- A J- T. STONE,
Opposite J. E. D av is ’ Hat Store.
Gardiner, Jan 26, 1848.
3!

W a n te c ] I i n m c c S i a t e l y .
WO or three good Shoemakers to work on pegged
work, to whom constant employment will be given
Manufacturer of all kinds of Improved Supporters, such as
J. & B. STANFORD.
Chapin’s, Fitch’s, Ingall’s; Banning*s Laces and others o( and the highest wages paid.
Gardiner,
Feb. 1, 1848.
29
his own improvement; also, Patent Elastic Shoulder and
Suspender Braces,and Superior Trusses, 221 Washington
W a n te d .
street, near Marlboro’ Hotel, Boston.
WO good Journeymen shoemakers to work on pegged
work, to whom good wages will be paid. None need
BI ARTIN L. BRADFORD,
JOHN
apply but those of temperate habits.
" WEBB.
’
142 Washington street, Boston.
29
Gardiner, Feb. 1, 1848.
C u tle r y , H a r d w a r e a n d F is h in g T a c k le .
Sole agent for Johnson’s Patent Fish Hooks.
SELLING OFF at a GREAT DISCOUNT!
GOLD PE N S—DIAMOND POINTS,
W I T H S I L V E R P E N C IL A N D C A S E ,
Ovnng to the mild weather and bad travelling,
A. F. BARLETT,

BOOK AND JOB PR IN T IN G

C H A R L E S

fo r

$ 1,25.

15 (South side) State street, Boston.
BOOK-KEEPING, WRITING, Ac.

B. C L A P ,

---DEALER IN---

B ow m an ’s B lock— W a t e r S t r e e t ,
G A R D IN E R , M E .
N early o p p o s it e t h e G a r d in e r H o t e l
on the F i r s t F l o o r , can be found a good a ss o rtm e n t o

---------A N D ---------

c r o c k e n
FOR

SALE

t*

CHEAP FOR

i r * i r i d,

THE

CASH

BY

STOCK O F

DRY

GOODS,

S.

' ENO CH M A R SH A LL,

W.

T A R B OX

AVING taken and fitted up the Store
cupied bv
M
, where he is nov
H
ing to the inhabitants of Gardiner, and the surrounding
kader

ohn

formerly oc
offer
coun

try a large and complete assortment of

G r o c e r ie s a n d P r o v i s i o n s .
rttperior No. 1 Mackerel,
CONFECTIONARIES OF A LL KINDS,
and other articles too numerous to mention. All the above
will lie sold as low for c a s h , as can be bought at any oth
er Store in the place.
N. B.—The subscriber is determined not to be undersoil!
lv any one, therefore call and examine, before purchasing
elsewhere.
All kinds of produce taken in exchange, for which a faif
price will be paid.
20 1
$3-Don't forget the place—1 Door East A. C. Stuart's, f j ,

B O T A N 1 C

M E D I C I N E sC

© s ® xJizzig s m & i m © © © *
G A R D I N E R ,
( M e .)
$ 3 “ A11 business for warded by ma il or oth erw is e, pro m pt
ly atte nd ed to.
40tf

W r

F Y ,

D E P U T Y

GARDINER, Kennebec Co., Ale.

N. B.—Business by mail promptly attended to.

fliC V R Y F . D A Y & € o . ,
---------- I M P O R T E R S

HARDWARE
--------- A N D

o f

---------

& CUTLERY,

D E A L E R S

IN

-------

Crockery, G-iass & China Ware,
I R O N ,

SP r . I S . . f l O Ml T O .V
OULl) take this opportunity to inform the friends cl
Medical Reform, and the public generally in Gardi
ner and the surrounding country, that he has again perma
nently located himself in said town, and opened a Stoic e

IS a t a ?! ic . M e d ic in e s ,

S H E R I F F ,

S T E E L ,

N A I L S

W IL L S E L L HI S

ENTIRE

a

R

J

W . ff. G o o d s
G r o c e r ie s ,
NAILS, GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, &c,

T

WHITE & POTTER,’

a

J O S H U A
J O A T E S A C o .,
ESPECTFULLY announce to the citizens of Gardi
ner and vicinity, that they have opened a IVARE
H a n d B il l s , ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to C. W ilson’*
C ir c u l a r s ,
where they offer for sale a new and select assortment of ’
B la n k s ,
C a ta lo g u es ,
Furniture, Chairs, and Looking-G lasses,
N o t ic e s ,
T ow n O rd ers
\Y hicli they will sell as low as can be purchased on the
C ar d s ,
I n v it a t io n s ,
river. Their stock comprises almost every variety of style
g H at T i p s , & c and pattern, and those intending to purchase will find it to
L a b els,
their advantage to give them a call before purchasing else
where.
Particular attenion paid to the printing of Constitutions,
(
N. B. Furniture made and repaired,and all kinds ofjro
Blanks" &c., for “ Divisions” and“ Un ions.”
work in their line done to order, at the Manufactory of J,
J
o
n e s , opposite the Woollen Factory.
1)35. J . B . W E B B E R ,
Gardiner, Oct 1, 1847.
lOtf
£) &
2 8 $ GARDINER, ME.
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon the most improved plan
Cheaper than the Cheaiest’ !
and sufficient time given to test them before any pay is re
41lf
i i f s ff-O A B a m
m w
qaired.

€ o R ) i B a t e v jT o u n tn in © f lt c e .

T

W a r r a n te d

NE W F U R N IT U R E ESTABLISHMENT

— NEATLY EXECUTED AT THE---

Day’s New Block, corner of Bridge, cj- Summer Sts.,

with a very large assortment, more so than any other estalr
lishment on Kennebec River, of both simples and com
pounds, where lie can supply both Physicians and country
traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their
own use, all of which he will sell as low, or lower, than can
be bought at any other establishment on the river, or in the
State.
N. B.—D r . M o r t o n intends to keep constantly on
hand all kinds of BOTANIC MEDICINES that are
kept in any Druggist Store, except those of a poisonous na
ture, narcotics, &c., for he goes on the “ no poison” princi
ple. If you wish to buy p o i s o n s to KILL, go to some
other place; but if to cure your maladies, aches and pains,
c o m e

to

t h is

p l a c e

,

OCJ-First JJoor E a s t o f C la y ’s B r ic k B lo ck , 4^}
Near the Grist Mill...."Water S t .

A t a Great D iscount, for Three Months!
Near the Flour Mills,—GARDINER, M e .
His stock is the largest in the State, containing more Dry
HENRY' F. DAY,
36
JAS. P. HITCHCOCK.
Gardiner, August 13, 1S47.
3tf
Goods than any THREE STORES in town, and every
Is open day and evening for practical instruction in all the article will be sold at a Great Discount.
H ere you h a v e i l !
Tested hy the Experience o f Thousand fo r 20 Years.
requisites of a merchant’s clerk. No class system. Stu
MERCHANTS
FWNIIE subscriber, having a large lot of Furniture on
dents aided in procuring suitable employment. Navigation Will find it a great chanceto replenish, as you will get a JL hand, and wishing to dispose of it before the river
T h e V e g e ta b le P u lm onary Balsam,
in all its branches, use of instruments, lunars, great circle
SMAT.L QUANTITY AS LOW AS YCU
opens, now offers to the public all kinds of
HAS proved itself the best Remedial
sailing,§*c., ^-c.,taught thoroughly._________________
CAN GET A WHOLE STOCK!
Agent known for Coughs, Colds, ConF U R N I T U R E —such as Sofas, TJureaus, B e d 
The stock consists in part of the following articles:
E”*■ sumptions, Asthma, Phthisic, Spitting ot
stead s, T a b le s, C liairs, L ook in g
" p r e m i u m AIR-TIGHT COOKING RANGE.
CLOAK GOODS.—Thibet* of all colors and prices, of
Blood, Whooping cough, and all Pulp onG la sses, & c.,
Five sizes—for wood or coal; tested fully by a large which we have a large lot, that will be sold at a great dis
nry Affections, Diseases of the Lungs
number of scientific and practical men and women,to whom count. Also, a very large 'assortment of Alpaccas of all
i
10 P E R C E N T . C H E A P E R
G E O R G E W. A L M Y ,
as
lias, and car. be shown from the testi
he has permission to refer; awarded a Diploma at the last colors, Lyonese Cloths, Cashmeres, and Plaid Goods—all Than can be bought at any' other Ware Room on the
No. 52 North Market and 19 Ann street.
mony oi the most respectable Physicians
Mechanics’ Fair, and pronounced decidedly superior to any which will be sold at a great discount, and no mistake.
river.
F. FIFIELD.
Wholesale and Retail—Large Stock—Low Prices.
and others, who are entitled to the most
MOVE ON.
ranges vet introduced. Blanufactured and for sale, with
Pittston, February, 1848.
30
DRESS GOODS.—Muslin DeLaines and Cashmeres;
c ' C . unquestionable belief. After having tried
WALWORTH ~6c
6c NASON,
a large stock of hot-air furnaces, stoves, &c.. &c., at 25 wc have a large assortment, which will be sold less than
Tiie march of life should never stay,
the
many new preparations, without fined
No. 18 and 22 Devonshire street, Boston,
Devonshire street, Boston, by
J MIN DEARBORN.
M e d ic in e s .
ever offered before. Also, a large stock of Prints, which
All things should onward tend,
ing the expected relief, multitudes are compelled to return
Dealers in wrought-iron steam and Gas pipes, tubular
shall he closed at some price or other.
Man should not clog progressions way,
C . P . B R A N C H , A pothecary,
to the V e g e t a b l e P u l m o n a r y B a l s a m , which they
Steam Boilers, Steam and Hot Water Apparatus.
Q U I N C Y H O U S E ,
WOOIjLENS.—Broadcloths of all colors and prices,
But strive to move and mend.
WATER STRE ET , GARDINER,
acknowledge to be, after all, the best remedy known forthc
Originators of that most important improvement in steam
Beaver Cloth, Cassimeres, Satinetts, red, white, yellow and
The waters move in depths of ocean,
AS
just
received
a
full
supply
of
Drugs,
Modi_______
__ ____
j above complaints.
apparatus for warming factories, by which small
green Flannel—at the same great discount from former
The streams along the dales;
1
Chemicals, latent Medicines, Perfumery, I Beware of Counterfeits and imitations such as Carter’s Cor wrought-iron
pipes,
in
connection
with
improved
valves
And rivulets with onward motion,
prices.
Kept on Strictly Temperance Principles,
Biasnes, ancy Articles, See. &.c., which are offered verj pound Pulmonary Balsam, American Pulmonary B a ls a m ,
and arrangement, are substituted for large castSHA WLS .—We have the largest stock of nice and ow for cash.
Through sweet and verdant vales,
14
j and others in part bearing the name ! Enquire for the ;triron and copper pipes.
NO. 1, BRATTLE SQUARE,
cheap Shawls that can lie found, consisting of all the styles
IV
Move
L on !
October, 25, 1847.
i tide by its whole name, the “ V e g e t a b l e P ul m o n a r y
now
worn.
Opposite
Brattle
Street
Church,
j B a l s a m ,” and see that it has the written signature o f IV
METALLIC RUBBER BELTING
\ i a - u Y
CARPETINGS
.—In the Carpet Room, you will find
Lim Cutler, upon na yellow
.'ll.. label
InK-.l m.
U-. 1.1..,
.......__ _ .
r\T-r
ts
■
c
1
•
1
1
.
i
i
.
.
i Jon’n
on 4the
blue wrappers.—
Steam Packing, Engine-hose, and all articles made of
33 theJargest lot of Carpets on t^c river, at a less price than
ACROSTIC.
BOSTON.
OULD
inform
Ins
old
customers
and
the
public
in
Each bottle and seal fs stamped ‘Vegetable Puhnonmy BalVulcanized
Rubber.
G-oif of perdition and despair*
general, tliat he has now on hand
ind
and
is
receiving
>
*
0
J
they
ever
come
before.
CitEEVER & BIcB u r n e Y, No. 2 Liberty square, Boston.
R-oad tliat conducts to regions drear,
E S o n sc f o r S id e .
Besides you will find nearly every article that is kept in a one of the best selected stocks of
Prepared
by
R
e e d & C u t l e r , formerly Reed, Wing
0 / wretched place where souls are kill’d,
PLEASANTLY situated on Lincoln street, Dry Goods Store. Bed Ticking, striped Shirting, Cotton
GILBERT 6c CO.—(From Paris.)
& Cutler, Importers and Wholesale Dealers in Medicines
p m i f 43> W b
&QQ&®
G-hastly abode with devils filled—
near the Common, with a good well of water Flannel, colored Cambrics, white Cambrics, Muslins of al
HAI R C UT T E R S AND WI G MA K E R S ,
Paints, Chemicals and Dye Stuffs, 54 Chatham St., Boston
iS-ink of all sin, kept by a fiend,
and convenient yard room, will be sold at a kinds, Drillings, Bleached and Brown Denims, Ginghams, Ever offered in this town. lie would invite all to call and and
Corner
of
Hanover
and
Court
streets,
sold by Druggists and country merchants generally.—
examine
liis
stock
lie
fore
purchasing.
//-ell’s all supplying constant friend,
bargain,
if
applied
for
soon.
Apron
checks,
Silesias,
Burlaps,
Fagging,
Alpaeca
Aprons,
For particulars and recommendations enquire for a pamph
Formerly at 250 Washington street, Boston.
Gafdiner, Nov. 10, 1847.
16tf
O-f all the ills of earth combined—
Also, two lots of land on said street four Painted Window Shades, Parisienes, White Linen, Laces,
let accompanying each bottle. Price 50 cents. For sale
P-erfect damnation here we find.
rods front by ten rods deep, pleasantly situated for building. Edgings, brown Table Covers, white and colored do., white
SADDLERY, HARDWARE,
Gardiner by C. P. B r a n c h ; H . S m i t h ; A . T . P e r 
Enquire of the subscriber on the premises
and colored Damask, worsted Damask, Marine Feathers, Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance in
A N D
C A R R I A G E T R I M M I N G S ,
k i n s ; G. M. A t w o o d .
3ml3
Company.
HARLOW HARDEN,
Canvass
and
1 'adding, Kid Gloves, cashmere and silk do.,
HENRY v . FAIRBANKS, 56 P e a r l s tr e e t
B o n n e t s a ia d S t r a w G o o d s !
PPI.I CAT IONS for Insurance in the above. Company
Or of B e n j a m i n C o o k , Esq.
Worsted Hose, cotton and lamb’s wool do., spool and skein
N
tib
h
a
th
S
ch
o
o
l
H
o
o
k
s.
(Formerly Fairbanks, Loring & Co., Boston.)
received by
C. DANFORTH. '
Gardiner, March, 1848.
34
Cotton, sewing Silk, Needles and Pins, Tape, Lin. Thread,
Francis Ellis fe Co., Boston,
HE subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools
Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1817.
27tf
Whale
Fans,
GreenBarage,
Blaek
Lace
Veils,
Picnic
do.,
with all the public v tious of tbe Am. S. S. Union, at
SH EET MUSIC 6c PIANO FORTES.
NFORM their friends and all paying purchasers of
F o r SaSe.
Dress Silks, Vestings of all kinds, Silk and Cotton Pocket
Boston prices. Among them are the following :
B o n n e t s , T r im m in g s , &c., that they have removed The most extensive assortment of Music to be found in the P in IIE Subscriber offers for sale a good Story and half Iidkfs., Black Silk do.. Gingham Neck-stocks, Cloak
F
isrcaitiis’e
W
a
r
e
Elooeu.
THE COMPLETE S. S. L IB R A R Y, of 511 Imi.n.lcity.—Also, second hand Piano Fortes, at the lowest
from their old stand, No. 24, to their Spacious Rooms,
JL house, beautifully situated in Pittston, about 3 minutes Fringes, Dress Fringes and Gimps, Window'Tassels and FSNIIE subscriber has’taken the shop recently occupied Vols.,
with 1 0 0 catalogues to correspond, including 2 bib
prices.—A liberal discount to teachers.
Nos. 61 & 6 6 Kilby' st., near Milk, where they are
travel from the ferrv. Said house is well finished and is Cord, Mufflers, Suspenders, Wadding and Batting, Corded -S- by J. O. H i n k l e y & Co., where he now offers to lical
Maps, in a case with lock and key. Price 8100,—
BI
a
r
t
i
n
&
B
e
a
l
s
,
184
W
ashington
street,
Boston.
opening the
24 by 3 4 —with an L 14 by 33, tliat contains a wash room, Robes, &.o.
he
public
a
large
assortment
of
FURNITURE—such
as
without case, $95B E ST ASSORTMENT OF STRAW GOODS,
with a good cistern, a good wood shed and stable large We have on baud twenty bales of Bleached and Brown
HENSHAW 6c WOODROUGH,
B ureas, C hairs, B ed stead s, T a b les,
THE CHEAP LIB R A R Y, of 100 Vols., selected from
they ever offered. They are still Agents for R,. Bassett, (Successors to Fulton H. W . Co.,) manufacturers of war enough for a cow and horse. For further particulars call Sheetings, which will be sold less than Boston prices. 4Ve
the above, plainly and strongly bound. Price £10,—with
whose goods have been many years so justly celebrated—
on the subscriber.
F. FIFIELLD.
have, as we always have had, a better Sheeting for 6 1-4 Washstands, Dress Tables, Stands, Settee Cradles, Look case 11,50.
ranter! C a s t S t e e l S a w s , of every description,
none can excel them in Style, 'Durability and Finish. O u r
Pittston, Feb. 29, 184S.
32
wholesale and retail.—No. 36 Congress street, Boston
cents than can he found elsewhere, although the traders will ing Glasses, &c. All of which will be sold as low as at anv
The Union Questions, Child’s Scripture Question Book,
prices are low as the lowest.
other place on the river. All kinds of Furniture made to
tell you the contrary.
Union Bible Dictionary, &c.
F. GLAZIER, Jn.
ZEN AS AL LEN,
order at my shop.
Among our goods which wo are constantly receiving
T
w
o
F
a
r
m
s
fo
r
£
a
le
.
N.
B.
I
am
not
going
off,
as
part
of
the
traders
adver
31 Court streetioffers at wholesale and retail, a splendid va
fresh from the Manufacturers, are
QC?“Birch ernd Pine Coffins made to order, and at short no i Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
NE
of
them
situated
in
the
town
of
Hallowell,
about
tise.
They
have
to
resort
to
some
such
method
to
sell
any
riety of French and American P a p e r H a n g i n g s at
100 Cases Plain Florence Bonnets—all prices.
'
F. FIFIELD.
and a half miles from Pittston Ferry, containing Goods; but I mean to continue and sell you Goods at a tice,
Sudorific Powders.
low prices. Purchasers arc invited to call and examine about one
50 “ China Pearl,
“
“
Pittston, December, 1S47.
20
forty-five acres of excellent land, well divided into uniform and low price; not sell you one article less titan
If there is a panacea in the world, it is this prrpar*50 “ Fancy Florence “
“
mowing, tillage and pasturage, andcuts 35 tons of hay an cost, and make it up on another. We have every article
IMPROVE
D~DAGUERREOTYPES.
It is a safe and gentle stimulant, equalizing the
50 “ Adaiaids
“
“
Kennebec & Portland Rail Road. ;I tion.
nually—long known as the “ Ferrin Fanil.” There is on at a small cost throughout. \ \ e have come out with this
strengthening the digestive organs, obviating
J- A . W h i p p l e , 96 W a s h i n g t o n S tr e e t ,
50 “ Coburgs
“
“
OTICE is hereby given that further assessments, ol secretions,
the above farm a good story and a half house, new, and advertisement to let you know wliat wc intend to do. I
costiveness,
producing a moist condition of the skin, and
Also, Blisses Bonnets of every style and price, with the Plates polished by steam power, being more perect, take two barns.
five, dollars each, have been made upon each share sub in a word, enabling
have a large stock, and think it best to make a discount,
the different organs to perform their
better impressions.—Likenesses taken single, or in
best assortment of Umbrellas, Parasols, Bonnet Trimmings,
Also one other farm, situated in Pittston, about 2 miles and in some cases a loss, in order to run it down so that 1 scribed for in the Capital Stock of the K e n n e b e c a n d functions in a healthy
It operates in hatmoni
groups of two to twenty. Satisfaction warranted.
Ribbons, Flowers, Rushes, Tabs, &c., &c.
from the Ferry, containing about 80 acres of good land, shall be in good shape for Spring business. We always buy P o r t l a n d R a i l r o a d C o m p a n y , and that the same will with the laws of nature,manner.
and therefore inav be safely used
N. B.—Our Country Friends will please remember that
cuts 30 tons of hay, and could easily be made to cut double in large lots, and get Goods at less prices than our neigh be due and payable a* follows:—
JAMES
EDMOND,
in
every
form
ol
disease.
It
is
particularly useful as *
we shall not “ Drum” or annoy them at their lodgings when
The Fourth and Fifthassessments, Jan. 1 , 1848.
bors, although every trader advertises his stock the largest
that amount.
DEALER IN BAR IRON AND STEEL.
convenient family medicine, in sudden colds, febrile attack*,
in Boston, and therefore send them the above notice. 8w33
The Sixth and Seventh
do.
Feb. 1 , 1848.
On
the
above
farm
is
a
one
story
house,
barn,
and
other
and
cheapest.
No
man
can
carry
on
two
kinds
of
business
hoarseness, sore throat, coughs, influenza, earache, tooth
No. 2 Marled Square, Boston.
The Eighth
do.
March 1 , 1848.
and get his Goods as cheap as the man who pays all atten
outbuildings.
To the Honorable D. Williams Judge of the Court of Pro
ache, pains in the stomach, bowels, or other paitsof the
Opposite south side of Faneui! Hall.
The Ninth and Tenth
do.
April 1 , 1848.
On both of the above farms, there is a thrifty growth of tion to one branch, and keeps the run of Good*.
bate within and for the County of Kennebec.
body,
rheumatism, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysen
By order of President and Directors.
young wood, which cannot fail to be very valuable at no My Store is in Odd Fellow’s Row, directly opposite the
FijNflE Petition and Representation of Jerry Hodgdon,
CHASE'S DAGUERREOTYPE ROOMS,
tery, colic, croup, giddiness, hysteria, mumps, headache,
JOSEPH
M’KEEN,
Treat.
distant
day.
Gardiner
Bank.
S.
T.
GUSIIEE.
JL administrator, de bonis non on the estate of J a m e s
247 Washington street, Boston, and 257.
derangement ol the stomach, jaundice, worms, nervotti
N. B.—Stockholders in Gardiner and vicinity arc in disorders,
A part of the purchase money will be required down, and Gardiner, Jan. 19, 1848.
26tt
B I c G a u s l a n d , late of Gardiner, in the county of Kenne W e have executed forty thousand Likenesses, and possess
and the various eruptions of the skin. It rarely
formed
that
their
assessments
may
be
paid
at
the
Ga r d i n 
on
the
remainder
a
liberal
credit
will
be
given,
if
desired.
bec, deceased, intestate, repectfully shews, that the personal
ing every facility, can take from one to fifty on the
if ever fails to bring out the eruption in measles, small|tox,
er B a n k .
For further particulars apply to A. CLARK, Hallowell
canker
rash,
chicken pox, &c.
estate of said deceased, which has come into the hands of
same plate, unsurpassed by any in the world.
C
H
A
R
L
E
S
B
.
C
L
A
P
,
Brunswick, Nov. 25, 1S47.
19taprl
or the subscriber, in Pittston Village.
the said administrator, is not sufficient to pay the just debts
Prepared and sold by Dr. 13. MORTON, Gardiner. [32
J
O
H
N
T
I
L
L
S
O
N
6c
C
O
.,
DAVID
R.
CLARK.
AVING
taken
the
corner
store
in
the
B
owman
ar.d demands against said estate by the sum of three hun
B l o c k , (opposite the old Grist Mill) offers for sale,
23 North Market street, Boston,
OCI . MORION has this day received a new supply
Pittston, Feb. 25 1848.
31tf
3Vcw S to s ’e a*a«i IV ew UkikmI s !
dred and fifty dollars, and that a sale of part only of the
of Chapin’s and Bartlett’s Improved Abdominal
at fair prices,a good assortment of
real estate of said deceased will injure the residue thereof. Importers of S h o e M a n u f a c t u e r s ’ G oo ds , and deal
IV.
8
*
f
>
i3
£
le
S
!
o
w
Supporters
and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen,
ers
in
Leather
and
Findings.
That the said administrator therefore makes application to
B
A
X
T
E
R
B
O
W
M
A
N
,
w
.
§
a
s
M
z
x
m
.
which
be sells very low for cash. Those wishing to pur
OULD inform the inhabitants of Pittston and vicin
this Court, and prays your honor that he may be authorised
A. VV . P O L L A R D ,
P ain ts & Oils, N ails & Glass,
At the Store formerly occupied by J. F. .8 . Richardson, chase had better call quick, whilst there is a good assort
ity, that he intends to keep a general assortment of
and empowered, agreeably to law, to sell and pass deeds to
COSTUMER AND REGALIA MANUFACTURER,
consisting in part of the following:
AS opened an entire new and general assortment et ment, for they are in great demand.
convey all the reai estate of said deceased including the
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
Importer
of
Gold
and
Silver
Lace
and
Fringes,
lie would also take this opportunity to say that he has
Goods, adapted to the wants of the citizens of thi
reversion of the widow’s dower. All of which is respect
At a moderate price. Carriages made -and repaired to or Sugars—Havana Brown, Havana White, I’orto Rico, town, consisting
No.
6 Court street, (near Washington) Boston,
lately moved to the white cottage house nearly opposite his
of
fully submitted.
JERRY HODGDON.
St. Croix, crushed, Powder’d and Loaf.
der.
old
stand, second house from the Temperance House on
CARPETS LOW FOR CASH,
He hopes those wishing to purchase a good carriage, will T eas—Old Hyson, Y. Hyson, Ningyong, Pouehong,
Brunswick street, where he is ready lo attend to all call? in
D K. ?
C ounty of K e n n e b e c , ss.—At a Court of Probate held
G O O D S .
call and examine his before purchasing elsewhere; espec and Souchong.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
profession, as Physician and Surgeon, and all kinds ol
in Augusta, on the second Monday of March, 1848.
Coffee—Old Gov’t Java, Roasted & Ground, Porto Of almost every variety,—such as superior English and his
No. 102 Hanover street, corner of Blackstone, Boston. ially his brother Odd Fellows.
with the exception of setting teeth on gold plate
On the Petition aforesaid, Ordered, That notice tie given At (Salesmen
Cabello and St. Domingo.
American Prints, Alpaccas, Sheetings, Shirtings, Linens, Dentistry,
N.
B.
Particular
attention
paid
to
Blacksmithiog,
Re
wanted.)
W m . P. T e n n e y
Gardiner,
Nov. 4, 1847.
15
by publishing a copy of laid petition, with this order there
M olasses—Mansarilla, P. Rico,Trinidad <§• Cardenas. Flannels, &r.. &c.
pairing aud Painting.
on, three weeks successively, in the Cold Water Fountain,
Oils—Bleached Winter Sperm, do. Winter Whale,
FANCY GOODS WAREHOUSE.
Pittston,
March
2,
1848.
82
a newspaper printed in Gardiner, that all persons interest
GROCERiES AND PROVISIONS. • llo la s s e s , Coffee, T e a , t? Sugar,
Castor, Olive, Linseed and Camphenc.
l l y & L e v i n , (successors to E. F. Foliansbee,) 5
1I11DS. Molasses, 125 Chests and Half Chest*
ed may attend on the first Monday of April next, at the K eKilby
Pork, Lard, Rice, Cheese, Mackerel, Pickles, Spices
Cheese, Butter,
street, Importers and dealers in English, French
Tea, 65 Bags Porto Caliello, Rio and Cape
Court of Probate then to be holden in Augusta, and shew
Brown, Soda, Castile and Shaving Soaps, Tobacco, Ci Eggs;
and Cask Raiand German F ancy A r t i c l e s , Perfumery,
30 Boxes H. B. Sugar, 4 do. H. W. do., 15 bbl*.
cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition should not be
gars, Snuff, Salt, Fish, Chocolate, Choc. Shells, Prepared sins,
articles too Coffee,
Brushes, Writing Desks, Silk Guards and'
Cuba
do.,
5
do. Portland Sugar House do., 1 hhd. Porto
granted. Such notice to be given before said Court.
Isinglass, Irish Moss, Sago, Tapioca, Ketchups, Capers, numerous to mention.
T o C lose u p Use U o isccn s!
Purses, Accordeons, Violions, Dress Fans,Silver Thimbles
Rico do., 3 bbls. crushed do. 30 boxes Ground Spices, 50
Attest; F. D a v i s , Register. D. WILLIAMS,Judge.
S. F. Mustard, Jar Pickles, Jellies and Jams, Cask and
Gardiner, Nov. 24, 1847.
18tf
and Pencils, Boxes, German Toys of all kinds.
do. Tobacco, 20 kegs Raisins, 351>oxes do., 25 half do. do.,
Copy of the Petition and order thereon.
Box Raisins, Grapes, Figs, Candies, &e.
Dealers are respectfully invited to examine this extensive
N. K. C H A D WI C K ,
Attest^F. D a v i s , Register.
3\v34
P a in ts—Pure and Extra Gr’d Lead, Dry Lead, Dry \ P e n n y ms v e i l , in X i v o e a r n e d . 20 quarter do. do., 5 'Pierces Rice, for sale by
stock.
nov. 24.
JOHN DENNIS.
ILL sell his stock of DRY’ G OO DS at a great and Gr’d Chrome Green, Chrome Yellow, Am. Vermilion,
Joseph B. Kelley,
James F. Levin.
K e n n e b e c , s s . — At a Court of Probate, held at Augusta,
discount without regard to cost, as he in ten d s to Gr’d and Dry Paris Green, Gr’d and Dry Umber, Gr’d
H . H . D E A N
within and for the County of Kennebec, on the second
leave th is place.
WHITING & KEIIOE,
Prussia Blue, Terre de Sena, Whiting, Lampblack, Japan
H O U SE.
AS taken rooms over the store formerly' occupied by
Monday of March, A. D. 1848.
He has one of the largest and best selected stocks on Sp’ts Turp., Coach and Fur. Varnish, &.0 .
Manufacturers and wholesale dealers in every description of
,»r—-- a
P e r m a n e n t and T r a n s i e n t Boarding
James Stone, one door north of 1. Shepard’s, where
"R 0 \ E McCAUSLAND, widow of James McCausthe
river,
consisting
in
part
of
the
following
named
articles:
N
ails
of
all
the
different
sizes.
by
C
a
p
t.
C
H
A
F
F
E N VAItNUM >
READY-MADE CLOTHING,
lie will be happy to wait on his former customers, and those
M-J land, late of Gardiner, in said County, deceased,hav
Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Satinetts, Vestings and Tai Glass—The different sizes from 7x9 to 18x26.
P A Y ’S BLOCK, corner of Bridge and
that are in want of any work done iri his line. Those that
Granite Building, No 40 and 42 Ann street, Boston.
ing presented her application for dowers, in the real estate
lors’
Trimmings,
Cloak
Goods
of
all
sorts,
Dress
Goods
Brushes—Paint, W. W., Floor, Pencil, Blacking and are. in want ot Clothing cut will do well to give him a ca ,
Summer streets—a short distance from tho
Jos. J. Whiting,
M. Kehoe, Jr.,
C. W. Gallottpe. fall kinds.
of which the deceased died seized and possessed.
Horse.
Gardiner Flour Mills. Those wishing a
as he is always on hand, and devotes the most of his time
Ordered, That the said widow give notice to all persons
PROUTY & HEARS’
FLANNELS.—Red, White, and Yellow—plain and
Wooden W are, &c .—Painted Tubs, Pails, Butter to that part of the business. C h i l d r e n ’s C l o t h i n g pleasant situation, and a good boarding iionse, wilJdo well
interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published IMPROVED CUTTING EDGE CENTRE GRAET PLOUGHS. figured, of all qualities.
to call.
Boxes and Firkins, Cov’d Bnckets, Spice Boxes, Axe and cut in the latest and most fashionable styles.
17
three weeks successively in the Cold Water Fountain print
SHAW LS .—The most in quantity, and from the best Hoe handles, Goad Sticks, Rolling Pins, Clothe Lines and
Patented 1847.
Gardiner, Oct. 13, 1S47.
12 gj
4Y tinted three or four first rate coat-makers, to whom
ed Rt Gardiner, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Designed for common, or extra deep ploughing. Also, a in quality down to the lowest priced article at 25 cents, and Pins, Bed-cords, &e.
good wages will be given. Also, a number of girls to learn
be held at Augusta, in said County, on the first Monday of complete assortment of Agricultural and Horticultural Im at less prices than ever before offered.
C. B . C. has also the right to ma ke and sell the E c on  to make Vests and Pants, to whom no pains will be spared A d n e i io ii i 1 'Use w h o l e B in e.
April at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, plements ; Hovevs patent Hay Cutter, &c.; Grass, Gar
Brown and Bleached Sheetings, ( .1 good article for 6 o m i s t ’s P a i n t , a cheap and valuable article for painting to impart to them a thorough knowledge of the business._
if any they have, why the same should not be allowed.
T r a i n i n g \s R c g u n I
den, Field and Flower seeds, warranted fresh andptwe. Al cents per yard,) Shirtings and Drillings, Striped Shirtings, barns, shc ls, fences, ceilings, &c.
All garments warranted to fit if made up by g >>J iv irk n
Copy.
D. WILLIAMS, Judge.
LL persons indebted to me by note or account, arc re
so Portable and Brick Furnaces, for heating churches, hos Tickings, Denims, all kinds of Linen Goods, Bleached and W anted—most kinds of country produce for which a
Attest! F, D a v i s , Register.
3w34
22
quested to pay the same by Feb. 25th, if they wish to
pitals, houses and public buildings. Wholesale and retail, Brown Table Cloths, colored do., Bonnet Ribbons, Laces fair price will be paid.
and Lace Edgings, Satins, Vestings, Copper-plates, white
19, 20 22 North Market street, Boston.
save cost. All demands not settled at the above time wiU
S h o p s w ith W a te r P o w e r.
Y a new process—the light being admitted from a lx: left with an attorney for collection.
and col’d Cambrics, Muslins, Nankins, Petticoat Robes,
“
N
O
T
IC
E
l
O be let the shop on the lower bridge, with a good
WHITMARSH & SMITH,
sky-light, instead of a side-light, which is objected to
Silk Velvet, cotton do., Carpet Bags, Purse Twist and
TIAVE no fears that my friends will forget to call on
J an. 19,1848.
' 15tf
G. W . LOWELL.^
Water Power, now occupied as a Last Factory by No 1 Old State House, Boston, fronting on Washington st., Trimmings, Steel Beads, Band Boxes, Moreens, Mitts,
me, consequently are not under the necessity of putting by many on the account of one side of the face being dark.
Samuel Mason, possession to be given 16th April next.
DEALERS IN FIRST CLASS READY MADE CLOTHING,
Gloves and Hosiery, Crape, Napkins, Doilies, Diaper and my name at each end of my advertisement, for fear that 1 The light is admitted through the roof, which throws the
P
atent
Spino
Abdominal
Supporters.
AIbo, a shop in the new Plaster Mill with good Water
Adapted to every emergency and season, with the best Crash, cloak, dress and curtain Fringes, Gimps Seiicias, shall be passed by, or that people cannot find the place shades in a most agreeable manner upon the features of the
H H E attention of Physicians and all others in want of
Power, possession to be given immediately.
individual
sitting.
silk, linen and cotton Pocket and Neck Hdkfs., curtain where they can buy GOODS cheaper than any where else
selection of uncut goods for order trade.
the above article, is solicited to “ Crain’s Patent 6'piIt. II. GARDINER.
31 r. N . D A Y has, at considerable expense, fitted up no Abdominal Sxqyxrrter,” which is warranted equal, if i|0^
Tassels, Scarfs,—a complete assortment of L ooki ng in creation, Odd Fellows Row excepted, where 4 d' sheeting is
Thomas Whitmarsh,
Charles A. Smith.
Gardiner,March 1 , 1848.
6wS3
G l a s s e s , & c . & c.
sol
very
cheap
and
fine
,—knowing
as
1 do that every one rooms expressly for the business,
superior, to any instrument, for the purposes required, now
CROSSETT & BROWN,
CARPETINGS .—I purchase my Wool and Painted that advertises sells cheaper than any one else. Now then,
in use.
O V E R H . C. r O R T E R ’S C R O C K E R Y W A R E S T O R E ,
F a r m lo r S a le .
Manufacturers of Diamond Pointed G ol d P e n s ,
Carpetings of the Manufacturer, and for CASH, and there I will just say that for T H IR T Y ' D A Y S you can find
The subscriber lias l>een appointed sole Agent for d,c
In
the
third
story,
where
lie
will
V
ie
pleased
to
wait
upon
SILVER
HOLDERS
AND
FENCIL
CASES,
by save two profits, and can and will sell them at lower Goods at my store as cheap as you please.
(IN. W E S T
G A R D I N E R ,)
sale of tbe above in Gardiner and vicinity, and has
the
Ladies
and
Gentlemen
of
Gardiner
and
vicinity,
and
he
1301-2
Washington
street.
prices
than
those
that
purchase
of
Agents.
I wish it understood, however, that I shall not undersell
BOUT 40 acres of Land with a good House and
received an assortment of the various sizes.
Those persons who wish to save 10 to 25 per cent, on any one else, who are so fortunate as to have money enough will endeavor to give the most perfect satisfaction. Minia
• Barn, and well of water. Also, a granite ledge on
Gardiner, Jan’y, 1848.
C. P. BRANCHLEAD PIPE AND SH EET LEAD.
set in Cases,from $1,50 to $3. Old Pictures re-taken
the premises, very valuable. Will be sold (at a bargain,) Patent improved Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead manufactured their purchases of Dry Goods, will do well to call and ex to bear their expenses to Boston to make such wonderful tines
amine my stock before purchasing; and they will find this bargains as to enable them to sell 1 0 per cent, cheaper than for 75 cts. Miniatures set in Lockets, from $ 3 to $12.—
J
P
a
v
e
r
S
S
n
n
g
i
ngs.
if applied for immediately, to J oh n W a r r f .n on the prem
and for sale at the lowest prices for cash. Also, E n 
is no humbug, as I shall leave this place as soon as I can their more unfortunate neighbors. However, we will not Also, Portraits, Daguerreotype Pictures and Scenery, copied
ises, or of
_
SAM’L WARREN,
Rq L.LS, of French and American manuR*'
glish
and
American
Linseed
Oil.
true
to
the
original.
All
are
invited
to
call
and
examine
for
close
mv
business.
N.
K.
CHADWICK,
Gardiner, March 7, 1S48. 34 Auttioncer, Water St.
tore In store and for sale by
throw wool over their eyes, by telling them we go after onr themselves. {tQ-Entrance at the Post Office— Up Stairs.
GEO. L. STEARNS, corner of Water and Congress St.
Brick Store—comer of Maine and Water streets,
6-LA
F. GLAZIER,
J"Goods, when we send for them by Express, for fear they
iny 23,
Instructions given in the Art, and Apparatus furnished
IIE subscriber has just received and is now opening
Directly opjmitc the Gardiner Hotel. will thiuk we told a long yum—or so.
MILLIKEN’S EATING HOUSE,
R.
MORTON
keeps
constantly
on
hand
D
r
.
CHff
if
wanted.
his Spring Stock of PAPER HANGINGS, Win
*** All persons indebted, by note or account, will please
ISAAC SIIEPARD.
in ’s Abdominal Supporters and Shoulder
Gardiner, Nov. 17,1847.
17tf
dow Curtains, Borders, and Fire Board Patterns. This N o r f o l k A v e n u e , r e a r o f 185 W a s h i n g t o n S t . call and settle.
I wonder it I could not lie accommodated with a
When in Boston l>e sure to call; you will always find
B ra ces.
,...
stock is the largest, and comprises the greatest variety ot
Gardiner,
Feb’y,
1848.
30
few clerks in case of a great rush 1
28
the
best
eating,
cheap
and
nice—and
clean
Lodg
Fem
ale
Restorative.
Also, a prime assortment of S y r in g e s, all of which W
patterns ever offered on the Kennebec, as all will acknowl
ings
at
25
cents
—open
day
and
nigliL
Phis
Medicine
is
an
excellent
tonic
and
stimulant,
and
offers
for
sale
at
the
lowest
prices.
5
_____
*
edge who choose to call and examine for themselves.
Spiced or Jaundice Bitters.
Mothers’ Relief, or Female F rien d .
is particularly designed for the complaints of females, such
July 23.
F. GLAZIER, J r .
BALLARD cf- PRINCE,
These Bitters are one ol the best medicines in use, for
F r e n c h P a p e H a n g in g s .
This is one of tbe best medicines for females who are
weakness of the uterine organs, and irregu
—Dealers in—
restoring the tone of the digestive organs, and creating an troubled with diseases peculiar to their sex, such as Fluor as fluorofalbus,
the menstrual discharges. It is also beneficial in m W O Cases just received and for sale by
Composition.
FOREI GN tf D OMESTIC CAR PE TIA GiS. appetite. It is an excellent remedy in jaundice,dyspepsia, Albus, Bearing Down, Pains across the Back, Hips, and larity
JL
42
F. GLAZIER, J hof appetite, dyspepsia, worms, diarrhoea, spitting of
This is a good Family Medicine,—safe in most diseases,
worms, flatulency, piles, headache, giddiness, pains in the the lower part of the Bow els, Profuse Menstruation, Sus loss
Bromfletd, near Washington street, Boston.
coughs, asthma, difficulty of breathing, a low or ex
P ic k le s .
especially in colds, febrile attacks, hoarseness, sore throat,
stomach and bowels, diarrhoea, gravelly complaints, stran pension, Costiveness, Nervousness, Painful Menstruation, blood,
hausted state of the system, and the various diseases in Kh BBIJ3. Cucumber Pickles. For sale by
influenza, pains in the stomach, bowels, and other parts of
N EW <te IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
gury. gonorrhoea, fluor albus, heart-burn, rickets, mercurial
JOHN DENNIS^
the body, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysentery, colic, A Chemical Mixture, Prepared and sold by W. C. North, salivation, consumption—and the whole train of chronic and also previous to and after Confinement. It operates which the Spiced Bitters are employed. It is very bene &
according tothc Laws of Nature; therefore it is perfectly ficial both before and after child-birth, especially if there
cramp, giddiness; and is a great purifier of the blood.
142 Washington street, Boston.
diseases.
32
safe
in
all
cases
ot
debility,
coughs,
colds,
§*c.
32
UCK
WHEAT
FLOUR—
is
Barrels,Half
Bar* * 1
is debility in the organs concerned in the process of labor.
Prepared and scld by Dr B, MQRTON. Gardiner [22
[It produces perfect life-like DagurreotVpe Minature-e*
Prepared and sold by DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner.
Prepared and sold by D r . B. MORTON, Gardiner.
and Bags, far sale hy
JOHN DENNISPrepared and sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32
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